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REMOVING THE GLITCH:
FINDING THE HIDDEN MEANING BEHIND TRAUMA

Jessica Patrice Braccio, PhD
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2017
ABSTRACT

Supervising Professor: Dr. Nils Roemer

This dissertation explores the hidden meanings behind a traumatic memory and how these
memories are coded and decoded. Because of the similarities between the concepts of noise in
communication and the experience of a memory block in trauma survivors, the idea of glitch is
appropriated to explain that the loss of memory is a glitch. I use this concept and apply it to the
creation of my glitch art; these pieces represent both the glitch (coding of trauma) and the
healing digital paintings depict the decoding of the glitch/traumatic narrative.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Those who undergo sexual trauma may potentially experience rage, anger, sadness,
worthlessness as well as other forms of emotional pain. If the emotional and psychological pain
of being traumatized becomes too overwhelming, some of those survivors may seek outside
assistance in the form of counseling or extensive psychological therapy. If the sexual abuse
survivor commits to psychotherapy, s/he may eventually combat issues which s/he initially
forgot, such as all or part of the traumatic experience. Of course, this case represents only a
percentage of patients, but for those who experienced a form of psychological trauma in their
lives, their minds often repress painful memories to still function with a semblance of normality.
My story begins where I unconsciously used the act of forgetting the physical and psychological
injury in order to survive sexual abuse.
The American Psychological Association views trauma as “…an emotional response to a
terrible event like an accident, rape or natural disaster.”1 Because of the subject matter in the fifth
chapter and my own personal experiences, I chose to solely focus on examining sexual trauma by
reviewing historical perspectives of trauma, engaging with clinical studies and my
autobiography. Because of the vicious and painful nature of trauma, those who are traumatized
possibly experience memory loss. Psychologist Bessel Van Der Kolk explains that “people do
not get traumatized without memory disturbances,” meaning that they remember “too much or

1

American Psychological Association. “Trauma.” American Psychological Association. Accessed January 9, 2017.
http://www.apa.org/topics/trauma/
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too little” of the traumatic event.2 The brain’s memory system falters because the normal
memory centers which store information fail and do not receive the data of the experiential
imprint of the traumatic event. As a result, the brain reroutes the traumatic memory to its other
parts such as the amygdala, instead of the hippocampus (see Chapter 3).3 With information about
the trauma stored in the amygdala, the brain encounters difficulty in recalling the event.
Since the time of the publication of Van Der Kolk’s work, his theory about how the brain
stores memory became widely accepted by the psychological community. Van Der Kolk, like
psychologists before him such as Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, saw an intimate connection
between memory and language, where he suggests that “Traumatic memories are not stories.
They are not tales people tell…They are not encoded in verbal memory. They are stored as
visualizations, bodily sensations…”4 Van Der Kolk’s suggestion demonstrates that memory is
(en)coded. However, traumatic memory skips this fundamental verbal coding process. The brain
then struggles to remember any information surrounding the event.
My research departs from Van Der Kolk’s in that I explore the coding and decoding of
language and traumatic memory. I concur with Van Der Kolk who suggests that traumatic
memory is not encoded and that the mind encodes these memories through non-verbal signs and
signals. If these signs and signals become decoded then traumatic memory moves from the visual
centers of the brain to the verbal areas. The mental patient now possesses the language to

2

Bessel Van Der Kolk. “Trauma and Memory I: The Dissociative Defense.” (informational video). Cavalcade
Productions, 1993. Accessed October 3, 2015. https://www.kanopystreaming.com/product/trauma-and-memory-i
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Bessel Van Der Kolk. “Trauma and Memory I: The Dissociative Defense.”
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Bessel Van Der Kolk. “Trauma and Memory I: The Dissociative Defense.”
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describe the memory, as that the memories are now verbally encoded.
Robin Vance and Kara Wahlin explain that explicit memory requires the person’s
“conscious” efforts to remember.5 Explicit memory specifically allows for the brain to access
language. Semantic memory – a part of explicit memory – is located and “encoded” in the left
side of the brain, specifically residing in the hippocampus.6 Explicit memory is what becomes
affected when someone undergoes a traumatic event. Instead of the brain storing the information
about the event in the hippocampus and then encoding it, the brain relocates the memory to the
amygdala on the right side of the brain, where the visual centers reside. Vance and Wahlin also
suggest that the amygdala deals with emotions related to traumatic events, which possibly
explains the fight-or-flight response.7 The brain’s response explains why traumatized individuals
remember emotions such as extreme fright, but will not remember the events.
Moving beyond a biochemical explanation for forgetting traumatic memories, language
itself becomes stifled because of severe pain. Elaine Scarry suggests that pain “destroys”
language while the ability for someone to express pain falls back into the state of pre-language.8
Scarry suggests that during trauma or even torture, the pain in the body becomes so much that
the victim fails to form words but is left, screaming, crying and grunting, a pre- language state.9
Pain controls language and even mutes it. When this occurs during abuse, the body and mind

5

Robin Vance and Kara Wahlin, “Memory and Art” in Art Therapy and Clinical Neuroscience eds. Noah Hass-Cohen and
Richard Carr (London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2008), 159-173.
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Vance and Wahlin, 164.
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Vance and Wahlin, 166.
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Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World., (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985),
4.
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Scarry, 43.
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“split” causing the victim to lose his/her sense of personhood, or as Roland Barthes suggests, the
“I.”10 I applied these ideas to my own experience. I found that I inhabited nascent stages of
learning language when the perpetrators violently pushed me back into the pre-stages of
language as my body endured unspeakable pain.
My view expands on Van Der Kolk’s idea of the interruption of memory in a traumatized
patient as a metaphorical glitch. By glitch I mean a temporary malfunction of a complex system.
A glitch is also a kind of error or interruption of signals where a message is either distorted or
fails to reach the recipient. C.E. Shannon concocted one of the very first models of sending
coded messages.11 The basic format was the sender transmitting a message, which could either
send the full message or become distorted with a noise signal, and the receiver receives and then
interprets the message. The noise signal Shannon references parallels the idea of a glitch in that
the message, either digital, spoken, written, which becomes distorted and results in error.
Glitches are imperfections which distort data, or in this case, memory. Rosa Menkman
defines glitch as “…interruption that shifts an object away from its ordinary form and discourse,
towards the ruins of destroyed meaning.”12 I use Menkman’s notion concerning “destroyed
meaning” to reflect memory loss. Nigel Hunt suggests memory loss may reflect the loss of
meaning when the traumatic events fail to meet the brain’s known schemas.13 Hunt notes that

10
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Scarry, 48-9.
C.E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” The Bell System Technical Journal 27 (1948): 1-55

Rosa Menkman, “Glitch Studies Manifesto,” in Video Vortex Reader II: Moving Images Beyond Youtube, eds. Geert
Lovink, and Rachel Somers Miles, (Amsterdam: Institute of Network Cultures, 2011), 336-346, 340.
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Nigel C. Hunt, Memory, War and Trauma (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 69.
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any aspect of that memory which does not align with the brain’s schemata is forgotten. 14 If the
brain then forgets the events surrounding the trauma, the person cannot make sense of what s/he
encountered. In Chapter 3 I examine implicit memory (physical memories) and discover that I
could not remember the events of my sexual abuse. As a two to three-year-old, I had no schema
to help me process these events.15
The meaning of the trauma remains lost, but not necessarily destroyed. I argue that the
implications remain lost because of the interference of what C.E. Shannon calls “noise.” While
Shannon uses “noise” to mean the interference of signals which distort the sender’s message, I
suggest that a type of metaphorical noise, which manifests through the element of fear creates the
distortion in the brain, much like the rerouting information about trauma from the hippocampus
to the amygdala. Tobie Nathan discovered that in certain Middle Eastern and African cultures,
fright, or my case, fear, becomes an invisible being. People from these cultures believe that a
supernatural being may take on a harmful physical form.16 I suggest that while noise embodies
fear, it does not take on a visible, physical form. Instead, fear created a glitch or a memory block
which prevented me from recalling my traumatic memories. In other words, this fear distorted
the incoming signals to my brain which would have allowed my mind to process the event. The
brain’s memory of the event becomes blank or leaves a glitch. The glitch remains in place if the
mind lacks the readiness to remember the traumatic event, which is what I believed happened to

14

Hunt, 69.
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By schema I mean a psychological guide which helps someone relate a new event to an old one. This allows for the brain
to group items and realize that events or objects are similar.
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Tobie Nathan, “PTSD and Fright Disorders: Rethinking Trauma from an Ethnopsychiatric Perspective,” (paper presented
at Third International Trauma Research Net Conference, September 14-17, 2006
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me. The importance of the glitch also ties into my self-created Jungian archetype of glitch in my
artwork. The glitch aesthetic in my art depicts the fuzziness of my memory. It is also the visual
embodiment of being physically and psychologically prevented from speaking about my trauma.
The idea of glitch also parallels Karl Jung’s idea of cryptomnesia, which means “hidden
memory.”17 Jung explains that on a day-to-day basis, many people access what he calls “direct
memory.”18 This type of memory means that someone may access an individual memory in
his/her brain by experiencing a situation similar to his/her past. A person may encounter an
unrelated memory forcing its way to the forefront of his/her brain, an event which seems entirely
unrelated to that person’s thoughts or expereiences.19 Cryptomnesia operates similarly to both
direct and indirect memory. Parts of the hidden memory surface in the mind in the most
mundane ways. For example, someone read a book about X long ago, and the conscious mind
forgot about that book. However, the unconscious mind still remembers everything about book
X, even the person’s emotions when s/he read that book. If that same person then decides to
write his/her book, the unconscious adds in elements of book X into the new story.20 Even
though I suggest that my brain held glitched memories, I still think that elements of my sexual
abuse came to the forefront of my mind and materialized in different, even unrelated ways. For
example, I explain in Chapter 5 that my mother molested me and did not believe me when I told

17
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Jung, Carl Gustave. “Cryptomnesia.” A Review of the Early Hypothesis.” Freud and Psychoanalysis. 1 vol. Trans.
R.F.C. Hull. )New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1957).

Jung, 95.
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Jung, 95.
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Jung, 102-3.
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her that my caregivers raped me. For almost two decades, I held a seething hatred towards her. I
possessed not even the slightest clue as to why. I think my hidden memories fought to come to
the forefront of my brain, but my mind lacked the readiness to unlock and then decode them.
I examine communication in Chapter 2 to learn whether noise, glitch, and language in
trauma are related. I first explore why and how people verbally and chirographically
communicate and then communicate the basic mechanics of transferring a message from one
source to another. I briefly touch on the concept of noise, which interferes with signals when
transferring a message. People interpret the same message differently although they use the same
mechanisms and processes to receive and interpret a message. I suggest that sexual abuse, rape
and molestation victims hide meaning in their words, art, and music, especially if they have
initially forgotten the traumatic events. I use these hypotheses to examine Jacques Lacan’s
studies of language. I then use Rosa Menkman’s concept of noise as “Other,” or noise as outside
of accepted and desired forms of communication, and compare that definition to how Lacan
viewed the “Other.”
Chapter 3 explores the many terminologies and history of interpreting psychological
trauma. I then delve into Jacques Lacan’s and Sigmund Freud’s notion of the role of language in
trauma. Lacan’s work shows that the fabric of language, as seen in and outside of trauma,
involves signifiers and the idea of the “Other.” Since traumatic memory lies in the visual rather
than the verbal centers of the brain, I included information about art therapy. Art therapy helps a
patient to remember and decode the traumatic memory. First, I include a brief history of art
making. I then move to demonstrate how the artwork produced by patients holds the veiled

7

meaning of trauma, specifically in cases of rape, sexual abuse, molestation, or any combination
of the three.
Chapter 4 provides a brief history and overview of artists who produced work about (their
own) trauma. The chosen artists lived anywhere from the nineteenth century up to the present
day. The pieces created by these artists include focus topics such as miscarriage, dysfunctional
families, sexual abuse and the Holocaust. This wide variety of artistic work illustrates that
different forms of trauma contribute to the various artistic expressions of those memories and
events. My artwork is similar to Tracey Emin’s because we both experienced sexual abuse.
Although my family are not Holocaust survivors, the notion of inter-generational trauma, trauma
that is experienced by one generation and affects the next generation is relevant. I resonate with
the idea of inter-generational trauma because of the long history of sexual abuse in my family,
which affected me before I even remembered my own sexual abuse.
I articulate the definitions of glitch and how artists use this in glitch art. Glitch art creates
an imperfection or an error in practice, for example, and then uses those flaws to create
something aesthetically beautiful, which is the subject of Chapter 5. I focus on how my trauma
and glitched memory allowed me to move from memory loss and to deal with the pain of sexual
abuse and to create a new form of glitch art. The glitch art reflects my fragmented memory.
However, I use glitch to build and reinterpret the horrors of my memories to produce what I
consider aesthetically beautiful and transcendent art.

8

CHAPTER 2
UNDERSTANDING COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE

This chapter explores human communication to further understand how messages transfer
from one source to another and how they are deciphered. Addressing these questions, clarifies
how trauma victims hide linguistic meaning in their messages, and how the psychotherapist
decodes them. First, I examine the building blocks of verbal and spoken language by exploring
the meaning of communication. I then use Jacques Lacan’s exploration of psychoanalysis and
his notion of the “Symbolic” to suggest that trauma survivors hide linguistic meaning there.
Individual, interpersonal communication differs from person to person. One possible
reason for communication is persuasion. The person speaking wants to convey a point or set of
ideas and convinces the listeners to listen in the hopes of swaying others’ opinions. This likely
contributes to enhanced and more meaningful “interpersonal relationships.”21 On a more
simplistic level, humans communicate with each other to give and receive information. This
helps people to survive.22 Another goal of communication is to convey emotions. Dan Sperber
suggested that the verbal expression of emotions often accompanies bodily movement and hand
gestures.23 The act of verbally conveying emotions with the socially correct bodily movement or

21

Sherwyn P. Morreale, Michael M. Osborn and Judy Pearson, “Why Communication is Important: A Rationale for the
Centrality of the Study of Communication,” Journal of the Association for Communication Administration no. 29 (2000): 125, 3-4. Also See Payal Kamat, “Short Essay on the Need for Communication,” PreserveArticles.com, accessed February 10,
2017, http://www.preservearticles.com/2012011721047/short-essay-on-the-need-for-communication.html

The second source is a peer-reviewed short article.
22

Morreale, Osborn and Pearson, 2-4.

23

Morreale, Osborn and Pearson, 3-4.
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gestures heightens the effectiveness of communication.24 Humans desire recognition and
reinforcement from others that they exist in the world. By communicating such existence, the
individual’s response signifies that s/he exists and thus possesses a personal identity. The need to
impart and express hidden meaning spurs communication between people. Matthew Sharpe used
Lacan’s theories to suggest that even if an individual tries to convey meaning and the listener
misinterprets the expression, the hidden meaning always comes through in some form because it
is “registered and stored in some other place.”25 Humans, maybe at an unconscious level,
communicate so that all of the meanings they speak and write become translated and understood,
even if they fail to realize the existence of any hidden meaning.
For example, when I began working with an art therapist who specialized in sexual abuse,
I had yet to regain any memory of those events. Initially, I saw this woman at the insistence of
my undergraduate art therapy advisor. She recommended that I see a therapist because of some
of my artwork showed indications of abuse. At first I did not see any evidence of abuse in my
artwork, but my advisor and therapist did. In this sense, I was communicating a hidden message
of sexual abuse, but I remained unaware and had no memory of these events.
The act of transferring or imparting a signal or information from one source to another
defines communication. Verbal communication implies the interaction between speaker and
listener. Through this process, the orator speaks, the audience interprets the spoken message,

24

Natahsa Abner, Kensy Cooperrider, and Susan Goldin-Meadow, “Gesture for Linguists: A Handy Primer,” Language and
Linguist Compass 9 no. 11 (2015):437-449, 439-440.

25

Matthew Sharpe, “Jacques Lacan (1901-1981),” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy: A Peer-Reviewed Source,
accessed August 27, 2015, http://www.iep.utm.edu/lacweb/#H2 , 6. This is similar to how traumatic memory is stored, where
the brain reroutes the memories to the amygdala instead of the hippocampus. See chapter 3.
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and then integrates it into his understanding. Communication does not solely rely on sending or
receiving a clear message. Humans have the ability to interpret more than what the message
shows at a basic level. Communication also depends on how information moves. Communication
also represents “…a tool with which we exercise our influence on others, bring our changes in
our and others’ attitudes, motivate the people around us and establish and maintain relationships
with them.”26 In my case, I initially found talking about any sexual abuse challenging. However,
the hidden message behind my words motivated my advisor to help me seek treatment. The
multiple uses for communication make life without it next to impossible. Even if humans chose
not to convey information verbally, parts of their thoughts and feelings still would show
meaning. In fact, Dan Sperber suggested that even portions of human thought remain within
each meaning:
The only thing that is ever produced by one person for another person to see or hear is
behavior and the traces it leaves behind: movement, noise, broken twigs, ink spots, etc.
The things aren’t thoughts, they don’t ‘contain’ thoughts (that is just a metaphor), and yet
some of these behaviors or traces serve to convey thought.27
Sperber’s excerpt demonstrates thought is exhibited in human behavior and written
communication, even though these are not direct forms of communication. Humans primarily

26

“Why Do We Communicate?” Communication Theory, accessed August 29, 2016 http://communicationtheory.org/whydo-we-communicate/

27

Dan Sperber, “How We Communicate,” in How Things are: A Science Toolkit for the mind, eds. John Brockman and
Katinka Matson, (New York: Morrow, 1995), 191-199 accessed August 29, 2016
http://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/35939530/how-do-we-communicate-dan-sperber
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communicate via oral and/or written dialect. Orality underlies communication and is a major
component of communication because many people use spoken language.
Walter Ong examined communication regarding orality. In Orality and Literacy, Ong
explored “...thought and its verbal expression in oral culture...” and “..literate thought and
expression in terms of their emergence from and in relation to orality.”28 Ong specifically
defined “orality” in opposition to those cultures who also use written expression. However, Ong
suggests that written and spoken language differ because the first inspired and gave “order” to
the latter.29 Ong indicates that unlike oral cultures, written ones use text to represent words
visually. For example, a storyteller from an oral culture would encounter greater difficulty in
word recall because of the lack of visual cues. On the other hand, an author using the written
tradition more readily recalls information.30 This suggests that written language permits for
easier recall because of a visual component that allows the author to “see” the words. These
written words aid the author in verbally recounting his writing. The words adopt a type of
permanency and also embody an external memory. The process of visual recall is similar to how
visual memories form in the brains of trauma survivors (see Chapter 3).
Ong also indicated that the structures of oral and written (chirographic) cultures differ.
The first relies on “pragmatics,” while the latter uses syntactics.31 In many oral traditions, the
storytellers often repeat various elements of the narrative in different ways, and this process aids

28

Walter Ong, Orality and Litearcy. The Technologization of the World, 2nd ed., (New York: Routledge, 2002), 1.

29

Ong, 6-7, 9.

30

Ong 33, 35.

31

Ong, 37.
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in recall.32 With the ability to recall the original story, the storyteller finds more leeway in adding
to the previous elements of the tale, while staying faithful to its overall meaning. In contrast,
written language uses “abstractions that disengage knowledge from the arena where human
beings struggle with one another. It separates the knower from the known.”33 Ong intimates that
a physical separation exists in written language, specifically between the author and the reader
during the process of communication. This separation makes the author the “knower,” and the
text, the “known,” which excludes the reader.
Since I come from a chirographic culture, I am expected to be able to write about my
experiences of abuse. However, as I will demonstrate in Chapter 3, the ability to deal with
traumatic memory involves visual, rather than verbal recall. Recounting an experience
chirographically is more difficult for me. Instead, I see things in pictures rather than in words,
due to my high-functioning Aspergers. My therapist encouraged me to write about my
experiences in a journal. However, most of the time I drew on my memories. I more readily
recalled my trauma when I saw it in my head as moving pictures. In my case, there was not as
strict of a dichotomy between “knower” and “known” as seen in written language. By telling and
retelling my story, I found that I more readily recalled and regained my memory. My therapist
also seemed to have greater access to my mind because she listened rather than read my
accounts. Here, I acted as a storyteller.
The idea of the “knower” and the “known” becomes possible only because of the use of

32

Ong, 39-40.

33

Ong, 43.
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codes which constitute language. Writing utilizes a coded system. Symbolic meaning may come
from codes:
…but a code is not picturable, unless with the help of another unpicturable code. Codes
ultimately have to be explained by something more than pictures, that is, either in words
or in a total human context, humanly understood…A script in this sense of true
writing…does not consist of mere pictures, of representation of things, but it is a
representation of an utterance, of words that someone says or is imagined to say.34
This excerpt suggests that even though written language creates signs and symbols, those still
require interpretation, which writing fails to provide on its own. Oral language potentially bears
greater power in overall communication. This phenomenon confirms that verbal communication
existed before written forms. The ability to verbally communicate explains why everyone
“learns to talk.” Not all cultures adopt written language.35
Verbal and nonverbal communication imply the act of transmitting a message. Messages
embody the amalgamations of codes. C.E. Shannon first explored the idea of the hidden nature of
codes and questioned how to decipher them. Both C.E. Shannon and K. Krippendorff define a
code as a set of translatable signs or symbols.36 Shannon’s form of coding and decoding
messages began during the Second World War, and his basic tenets of communication still exist.

34

35
36

Ong, 82-3. Ong suggests that meaning cannot be derived from language without a picturable code. The same can be
said for survivors who use art therapy to draw visual images depicting trauma. These picturable codes are then interpreted
through spoken language.
Ong, 81.
K. Krippendorff, “Mathematical theory of communication” in Encyclopedia of communication theory, eds. S.SW.
Littlejohn and K.A. Foss, (2009): 614- 616 accessed June 10, 2016 http://repository.upenn.edu/asc_papers
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Shannon founded information theory based upon “Morse’s telegraphy,” or Morse code, and then
he applied his mathematical principles to these theories.37 His original research explored how to
decipher messages and how to create codes that prevented enemies from translating them.
Shannon first suggests that:
The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either
exactly or approximately a message selected at another point. Frequently the messages
have meaning; that is they refer to or are correlated according to some system with
certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication are
irrelevant to the engineering problem. The signiﬁcant aspect is that the actual message is
one selected from a set of possible messages. The system must be designed to operate for
each possible selection, not just the one which will actually be chosen since this is
unknown at the time of design.38
Shannon suggested that the encoding system operated independently of the message itself.
Figure 139 illustrates this basic model of communication. A message transmits an information
source via a signal. A receiver captures and decodes the information.40
According to critical theorist, Lydia Lui, Shannon’s model of communication relied upon
what the mathematician uncovered when he initially adopted Morse’s telegraphy. Lui intimated

37

38
39

40

Lydia Lui, “The Cybernetic Unconscious: Rethinking Lacan, Poe, and French Theory,” Critical Theory 36 no.2
(2010):288- 320. 314.
C.E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” The Bell System Technical Journal 27 (1948): 1-55, 1.
Shannon, 2. Picture accessed June 15, 2016,
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiRovHQg6vNA
hVOU1IKHZB6CiwQjB0IBg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.informationphilosopher.com%2Fsolutions%2Fscientists%2Fshan
non%2F&psig=AFQjCNHsL9MiA2jHiyL12a-SFu2UkopUEw&ust=1466114328013166
Shannon, 2.
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Figure 1. Basic Model of Communication
that Shannon’s model, like Morse code, relies upon probability, specifically, “…which message
to choose out of x number of messages…”41 The idea of probability refers to the chances of the
message reaching the intended recipient. These chances becomes higher or lower with the
introduction of what Shannon dubbed as “redundancy” and “entropy.” Shannon’s model not only
relies on entropy but also the “randomness of information.”42 The idea of entropy, according to
Rosa Menkman, implied a “measure of disorder of a system at a given time,” such as a noise
source.43 The introduction of a noise source potentially disrupts the transference of the message
from its source to its destination. Quoting Abraham Moles, Professor Peter Krapp suggests that:
There is no absolute structural difference between noise and signal. They are of the same
nature. The only difference we can logically establish between them hinges on the
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concept of intent on the part of the transmitter. A noise is a signal that the sender does not
want to transmit.44
In the technological world, the interference of noise or a noise channel introduces a glitch, or an
error, which is produced on the receiving end of the message. Usually the introduction of noise
on the message channel is unwanted and potentially distorts the meaning of the message.
My research suggests that noise not only represents a distortion of signals, but in the
context of trauma, metaphorically depicts fear. Fear is the underlying factor that contributes to
memory loss as well as extreme stress during a traumatic event. Noise disrupts the normal brain
signals and reroutes the memory to the amygdala. Noise also presents an essence of randomness
because not all people who have encountered trauma lose their memories. The loss of memory
could very well be chance. This idea fascinated me because I sought and still seek to understand
why I lost my memory of the event, and why I cannot recall the first fourteen years of my life.
Distortions of the message’s meaning also occurs. Roland Barthes suggested that
meaning faded when the author faced removal from the written work. In other words, a text
possessed no meaning unless the reader ascribed meaning to a written passage. In “The Death of
the Author,” Barthes indicated that when an author wrote, the “subject” and his very “identity”
disappeared.45 When narrative functions only as a "symbol," then the writer "loses" his own
"voice."46 Barthes stated that the narrative became separated from its own “origin” because of
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the reader’s misinterpretation of the text.47 If this occurs, the author’s original and intended
meaning ceases to exist. Both the power and language of the author’s written word is tenuous
because:
Linguistically, the author is never more that the instance writing, just as I is nothing other
than the instance saying I: language knows a “subject,” not a “person,” and this subject,
empty outside of the very enunciation which defines it, suffices to make language “hold
together,” suffices, that is to say, to exhaust it.48
Barthes intimated that even writing the word “I” represented little meaning because that “I” was
a subject and not a person, which would be the case in oral cultures.49 Without the act of
speaking to support the “I,” the author remains phantasmal and the power of the written word
also weakens.
Barthes suggested that without verbal language, the written word lacked meaning. At a
glance, this conclusion appears correct. Barthes’ analysis parallels trauma and therapy. The
visual imagery created by a trauma patient may not fully encompass language or linguistic code
unless accompanied by spoken language. A traumatized individual cannot verbally recall all the
events unless the trauma is encoded with words along with the visual imagery. Barthes’
explanation does not consider how a combination of written and verbal language actually create
meaning. Humans interpret and even offer their own input into the meaning of messages. If they
did not do this, people could not conduct any form of analysis. In simpler terms, if my
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undergraduate advisor chose not to use her interpretive abilities, then I would have never
uncovered my lost memories. Her ability to inscribe meaning onto my drawings, along with our
conversations, led her to suspect sexual abuse.
Unlike Barthes, Umberto Eco predominantly dealt with written language. He explained
the interpretation of meaning in written language in a format similar to Shannon’s model. Eco
made the distinction between “open” versus “closed” texts. He stated that a closed text closely
followed a predetermined route,50 meaning that interpretation becomes limited. A work becomes
open when and if the author and audience express dissimilar interpretations. This allows for
various meanings.51 Part of the process of meaning-making and interpretation is possible through
the use of words or markers that identify the subject of the sentence such as “I.”52 The
connection between the written and spoken word via oral communication begins the process of
meaning-making.
The “I” becomes much more important when recalling instances of trauma. Some
survivors have difficulty situating themselves within the traumatic memory because this is
extremely emotionally and psychologically painful. Identifying the “I” goes beyond simply
acting as a subject of a person’s thoughts, as I suggest, encompassing the entire personhood of
the “I.” By recalling trauma, survivors not only see themselves in the events, but then come to an
understanding that those horrors happened to them. Those thoughts unite both the mind and the
body.
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John Searle’s model of communication is similar to Eco’s in that he explained speech
acts and communication. His interpretation differs because in order to obtain meaning, the
speaker must get the recipient (listener) to understand the intent, and when he does, the act of
communication becomes complete. Bruno Ambriose explained Searle’s concept of intentionality,
stating “so the speech act does not really carry a change in the world anymore: now it entails a
change in the way the audience is taking the intentions of the speaker.”53 Part of the meaning
depended upon how the audience perceived the intentions of the speaker. In conjunction with the
intention of the speaker as well as the interpretation of the listener, the speech act is
performative. A greater understanding of interpreted meaning is made possible by
comprehending and translating linguistic, “hidden” code. However, this implies that the receiver
or listener must find the translation key in to understand any hidden meaning.
To better understand Barthes,’ Eco’s and Searle’s works, as well as linguistic codes, and
how a psychotherapist interprets the language of a trauma survivor, I briefly defer to a case study
which Jacques Lacan analyzed.54 Shoshana Felman wrote that Lacan closely studied the
interactions of psychotherapist Melanie Klein with her four year old patient, Dick. In this case
study, Dick knew words; however he did not use them in their proper syntactical order. Klein
explained that Dick possessed no concept of self, exuded apathy, and showed no attachment to
his mother or nurse.55 To help her patient Klein used verbal language and imposed what Lacan
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called the “Imaginary” onto the child. To explain the introduction of the Imaginary, Felman
examined the Oedipus Complex where Oedipus killed his father and married his mother. Felman
noted that Lacan saw the myth not in terms of mere desire, as did Sigmund Freud, but thought
that “…the Oedipus complex is not signified, but a signifier.”56 Felman noted that the story was
not the “answer,” but “the structure of a question.” She meant that the psychotherapist helped the
patient structure a question about the unconscious, although she did not always do so overtly.57
In the case study of Dick, Klein used the symbols from the Oedipus story and interlaced
this symbolic language with basic performatory speech acts.58 For example, when Dick saw a
large train on the table next to a smaller train, and picked up the smaller one, Klein merely stated
“Dick.” When the boy brought the train over to the window he stated “station,” but Klein replied
with “Mommy,” as in the little train. Klein referenced how Dick was supposed to sexually desire
his mother. Dick was supposed to go into Mommy, which reflects the basic tenets of the Oedipal
complex.59 Klein eventually noted that within a few hours, Dick showed signs of great anxiety
due to his uneasiness with the implications of the taboo according to Felman.60
Felman showed interest in fully understanding how Lacan viewed the interactions
between Klein and Dick and wanted to understand what happened to really help the boy
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improve. Felman reiterated that Lacan thought that the triad, or “triangular structure” between
the father, son and mother (in psychotherapy and also in the Oedipal myth) reflects a “mirroring
relationship,” dubbed the Imaginary.61 Within the Imaginary or triangular structure resides the
Symbolic where the child’s fear of castration and the desire for his mother were taken from him,
and he was left with the “repression” and “substitution” of this desire.62 Klein forced Dick’s
acknowledgment of this symbolic triad which resulted in the boy’s improved linguistic structure
and syntax.63 The boy still spoke because language existed long before his birth, but he lacked
the structure to use language to situate himself as a self and in terms of the “Other.”64 This also
changed the meaning of what he said. Dick still spoke and the psychotherapist understood him,
but Klein helped to situate Dick’s spoken words to reflect a different meaning. Like Barthes, Eco
and Searle, Felman’s example demonstrated that words were only words until imbued with
meaning. In my case, saying that “I was sexually abused” meant nothing to me at first because I
could not attach any meaning to them. In fact, I was numb and remained so until I began to have
flashbacks. The flashbacks were what gave meaning to the words “I was sexually abused”. In
this sense, meaning also embodied the physicality of the flashbacks, and bodily memories.
According to Felman, Lacan stated that the symbolic and the ability to “symbolize” relied
on the “…need to call: the need to address the other, to attempt to draw the attention of the other
toward something that the caller, the addressor lacks.”65 Because Dick could not refer to an
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“Other,” he could not reference or possess a sense of self. This was problematic because humans
can normally only see themselves in a relationship. Dick could not see an “Other” thus he could
not see himself. Dick also lacked the ability to bond with and understand others because he
lacked the ability to symbolize. However, Felman noted that Dick still understood language, but
“made no call,” meaning that his language became “interrupted.”66 While Dick possessed the
ability for language, he lacked the ability for speech.67 Klein helped Dick gain the ability for
speech by “symbolizing” a “relation” for him, or a relationship with the “Other.”68 While my
condition differs from Dick’s, mine also shows striking similarities. For example, Dick could
not place himself as a self or in relation to the “Other.” In my case, recalling what happened to
me came easily. However, seeing the events in my head as happening to me was more difficult.
To better explain, my art therapist used to call this phenomenon a separation from my inner
child.
Dick’s inability to symbolize also affected the dynamics of the relationship with the
psychotherapist. For trauma survivors, memory and language to describe the traumatic event can
lapse because of the way the brain stores incoming information (see Chapter 3). Some trauma
survivors have difficulty in re-situating themselves in relation to others as well as possessing a
sense of self, much in the same way as Dick.69 Psychotherapists help their patients find the
language structure to reintroduce them to the “Symbolic.” The “Symbolic” is found when a child
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learns language, which is embedded into his/her unconsciousness, and then moves to the
Imaginary, which mirrors the self and the “Other.”70 Sometimes a reintroduction to the
Imaginary is necessary, although controversial, if the trauma survivor was a victim of incest, for
example. That initial triangular structure between the “Symbolic,” the “Imaginary” and the
“Real” broke when the inhibitions presented by the “Symbolic” were violated by the sexual
aggressor. These trauma survivors need the assistance of the psychotherapist to find and discover
the hidden meanings in their language so as to address broken familial relations. Then the patient
re-establishes him or herself and the relationship to the other. Felman suggested that Lacan
thought that another triad exists in therapy, which he called the “third.”71 The third shows that
the “Other” exists separately from both the patient and the psychotherapist. This “Other” was
what Felman referred to as a “…locus of unconscious language…”72 Felman explained that the
unconscious resides outside of both the psychotherapist and the patient. Through the use of
dialogue between the therapist and patient can eventually unlock the unconscious and its
language.73
According to Lacan and Felman, the “Other” existed outside of the triatic relationship
between the therapist and patient. Discussions between psychologist and patient may encounter
the disruption of the transmission of the original message from sender to receiver. I suggest that
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this process is further complicated by the introduction of a conceptual noise signal or channel.
This form of communication does not use a radio or telephone to relay a message but the
introduction of noise represents fear itself. This fear results in the distortion or glitch in the
patient’s memory, which disrupts the line of communication. Noise metaphorically embodies the
memory interferences and glitches, which prevent the patient from relating the traumatic
memory to the psychotherapist. According to Rosa Menkman, noise is the “Other” because it is
largely “unwanted” and “unordered.”74
To prove that noise and glitch are an essential part of language, especially as they pertain
to trauma victims coding and decoding the language of trauma, I now turn to Lacan’s view of
cybernetics and language. Lacan followed Shannon’s research on information theory and
concluded that the latter’s research applied to the field of psychoanalysis, specifically the
unconscious.75 Lacan studied cybernetics and its pertinence to the unconscious. He hinted that
game theory “…deals with decision making in competitive scenarios (the zero sum game, ruse,
bluffing, minimax theorem) and identifies patterns of reasoning to determine their implication
for winning strategies.”76 Lacan used game theory as it became lumped in with cybernetics
because of its implication for language. When he gave his lecture on psychoanalysis and
cybernetics in 1955, he already incorporated notions of “chance,” “probability,” and “entropy,”
or what Menkman and Shannon called noise.77 In Lacan’s version of language, he placed less
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relevance on “linguistic meaning and semantics” of the sign and privileged the “signifier” or
“letter.”78 He proposed that “in cybernetics, the notion of the message has nothing in common
with what we usually call a message, which always has a meaning. The cybernetic message is a
sequence of signs” or symbols which hide the true meaning.79 To Lacan, these signs were zeros
and ones. They pertained to the mathematical portion of language and messages. Lui explained
that Lacan incorporated numbers, signs, letters and spaces (Morse code-like dash marks) and
“ideographic symbols” to formulate a nascent language theory (See Figure 2).80

Figure 2. This is one example of Lacan’s “ideographic symbols”
Lacan tied his knowledge of the unconscious with cybernetics because of the notion of
what was “hidden.” Lui quoted Lacan having said “…only in the dimension of truth can
something be hidden…”81 Lacan suggested that probability and chance occurred before the
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symbol came into the “Real.” The probability that entropy interfered with the transmission of
the message to the receiver essentially affected the symbol coming into the “Real.” Thus,
information, even in language and symbols are hidden. However, even though they are hidden,
they are still based on truth or something that actually exists or occurred. For example, if
someone forgets his/her trauma, this does not mean that the events themselves did not occur, but
rather that the memoires are encoded or hidden, and obstructed by the metaphorical noise. This
results in a glitch. The meaning of the memory can allude the person because language existed
before mankind.82 Entropy, noise, and glitch contribute to the hidden memory. Because of the
common understandings of language, psychologists and patients work together to decode these
messages so that they are comprehensible.
Lacan’s method of deciphering language dovetails even with other, non-western cultural
perceptions of language and trauma because of the idea that symbols equate meaning. Ronald P.
Rohner defined culture as a “symbolic meaning system,” which is essentially intangible and
“abstract.”83 Cross-Cultural psychologists examine language, personality, and mental
perceptions that define elements of “culture.84 However, the observer makes these observations
and those findings help create a “culture.” The “inferences” and “abstractions” include actions
and thoughts from “multiple” people within a certain society.85 Most importantly, language and
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culture interconnect in that both influence the other.86
To show that Lacan’s theories apply to different societies, I will briefly define “culture.”
Rohner suggested that what people know as “culture” is intergenerational, where many ideas,
beliefs, and behaviors either pass on to or are omitted from that culture by future generations.87
People within one culture have similar definitions of “beliefs, values, norms,” but no two are
alike.88 Because of the similarities, people still adhere to one culture because enough elements of
it are similar. These “complimentary meanings” allow individuals to understand the culture
without needing to learn every nuance.89 Even within one culture, a certain belief may not be
accepted by all those ascribing to that culture.90
Tobie Nathan explains that European ethno-psychiatrists initially found difficulty in
relating to their Middle Eastern and African patients because of the differences in cultures.91
Because of these differences, psychotherapists lacked the ability to effectively work with their
trauma patients. Nathan discovered that many of the patients used the word “fright” to describe
their traumatic experiences.92 What the psychotherapists did not initially know was that patients
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equated the word “fright” with a “hidden world.” This “fright” often couples with an “invisible
being,” either some type of monster or spiritual apparition. Many of the patients believed these
invisible beings manifested into reality.93 These beings became part of the patients’ cultures of
and whenever something bad or traumatic happened to them, the blame fell on the invisible
being. Nathan noted that “…fright shatters the person’s self and thereby allows the entrance of
an invisible non-human being.”94
The patients saw this invisible being or monster as real, however, it, like language, held
meaning in the “Symbolic.” I suggest that the notion of “fright” overlaps with Lacan’s
“Symbolic.” The Symbolic encompasses inhibition, fright, and anxiety and affects language and
the sense of self, as well as its relation to the “Other.” Unlike Lacan’s idea of desire, “fright”
evolved and transformed into the invisible being. In the case of Lacan’s and Nathan’s
interpretations, the fractured self heals through the ability to symbolize and use language and
dialogue to see the unconscious of the “Other.” In another sense, the concept of “fright” carried
across cultures and affected my symbolic idea of noise. Like the “fright” Nathan describes, noise
embodied fear itself, and in turn, contributes to my glitched memory.
A trauma survivor hides meaning through symbols, signs, or riddles, performance, music
and even art. As Nathan explained, the therapists treating the trauma survivors lacked the code
to decipher the stories by the trauma survivors. As a result, any meaning in the traumatic
memories remained hidden. When the therapist worked within the cultural setting, the hidden
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meaning became unveiled. In a similar fashion, the traumatic memories of survivors hide
meaning and many times the code to decipher the memory is not available. The ability to
decipher these codes allows the trauma survivor to re-create the visual memory via pictures. The
image are more tangible. With this new-found tangibility, the therapist and the patient both see
the image and work together with triatic structure of communication to decipher the symbols of
the visual memory.
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CHAPTER 3
UNDERSTANDING TRAUMA THEORY AND HOW TO TREAT TRAUMA

The definitions and perceptions of trauma changed with the progression of both
psychological and medical sciences in the nineteenth century. Nigel Hunt states that modern
perception of psychological trauma dates back to the time of the Old Testament, if not earlier.
Hunt uses examples from Homer’s Illiad, specifically Achilles’ experiences, to suggest that this
warrior suffered “…bad dreams, withdrawal, social isolation, guilt, etc.” because of the death of
his close friend. Achilles’ symptoms mirror today’s understanding of psychological trauma.95
Charles Dickens and Major Henry Clifford observed the effects of trauma. Dickens
rescued the survivors of a train crash, and experienced physical symptoms of what was known in
the nineteenth-century as “railway spine.” This affliction often affected survivors of train
crashes.96 “Railway spine,” according to Hunt, corresponds to the “…shaking or jarring of the
spine.”97 As a result of his experience, Dickens noted that he often had nightmares about the
incident.98 Major Clifford saw the effects that war had on his soldiers. He thought that the
constant “shelling” of soldiers impacted their psyches and “nerves.”99 Clifford also observed that
his fellow “tent-mate” frequently experienced disturbed sleep.100
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Many of these same symptoms affected soldiers during the Civil War. In fact, many of
the soldiers experienced increased anxiety, which Officer Da Costa labelled as “soldier’s
heart.”101 Da Costa thought that this condition coincided with soldiers who possessed “weak
hearts” as a result of their experiences. Along with the psychological symptomology, Da Costa’s
conclusion confirmed that people who suffer trauma also encounter physical symptoms.102
Before the onset of the Great War, the lower classes had little access to psychologists
because of the expense.103 During this time, Dr. Hermann Oppenheim noticed that the difference
between the rich and poor did not involve workplace accidents or tragedies. Instead, the majority
of the complaints came from the upper class. Many of these elite suffered from the “nervous
complaints” typical of their social class.104 This view changed with the onset of the First World
War. Doctors concluded that soldiers who experienced “cowardice,” extreme stress, nightmares,
and flashbacks exhibited signs of “shellshock.”105 Even though many soldiers showed signs of
psychological injury because they witnessed and experienced the horrific events of the war,
doctors saw “shellshock” only through physiological symptomology.106 During the First World
War, German doctors furiously debated the differences between “war hysteria” and “war
neurosis.” Initially, when doctors saw hysteria in men, they were labelled as having a woman’s
disease. However, medical professionals saw an increase in “war hysteria” when injured soldiers
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returned from the front. At first, Oppenheim thought that “war hysteria” stemmed from patient’s
“internal constitution,” which “predisposed” him to react to the events in the war.107 Oppenheim
soon changed his mind about how he saw trauma. Instead of viewing the trauma, which the
soldiers endured, as “war hysteria,” he concluded the symptomology reflected “war neurosis.”
With the latter, Oppenheim suggested that a neurological component coincided with the
experience of trauma.108
While many doctors thought that the debate between “war hysteria” and “war trauma”
ended, Oppenheim’s conclusions only reignited arguments in the medical community. Some
doctors failed to find patients who fit Oppenheim’s categorization of a traumatized soldier.
Friedrich Morchen wanted to explain this discrepancy via surveys. Morchen discovered that in
the case of prisoners of war, those soldiers no longer felt the threat of war or necessarily feared
for their safety. In their unique situations they already perceived the conflict as finished.109
After the conclusion of the First World War, the views of doctors and society shifted to
accept the psychological symptomology of “shellshock.” For example, Sigmund Freud110
suggested that a psychological component to “shellshock” existed. Hunt notes that Freud thought
that “war neurosis” originated from the “…conflict between the superego and the id, and that war
neuroses is a response to the horrors of combat, that there is a change in ego-state from
peacetime to wartime, with the wartime ego being threatened with annihilation.”111 Freud
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outlined some of the symptoms of “war neurosis” which include nightmares and flashbacks. He
later expanded his definition and changed “war neurosis” to “accident neurosis.” The latter
meant “reliving the event.”112
Many Jews who lived through the Holocaust relived their traumatic experiences. The
Jews in this environment suffered what is now known as concentration camp syndrome. Author
Herbert Bower explained that this condition followed the traumatic events which occurred
between 1939 and1945.113 Bower’s study examined the cause for increased aggression in
children and adults who survived the death camps. He discovered that many of the participants in
his study suffered persecution for years prior to their experiences during the Holocaust. Many of
the survivors exhibited increased aggressive behavior in the camps as a means of survival. After
the war, these same people still had aggression, rage, frustration and depression.114 This
explanation for aggressive behavior later in life failed to fully explain “maladaptive” behavior.115
Bower discovered that many of the survivors began to identify with their captors/ prison guards
as a means of survival.116 Bower noted that “Again and again, patients described the almost-Godlike physical appearance and omnipotence of their camp officials who at times bestowed
‘kindness or love’ on them by not condemning them to death during one particular day or
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week.”117 Some of the trauma came from the identification with the captors or God-like figures,
who decided between life and death. To survive, prisoners needed to appear healthy, and one
way to do this was to appear physically aggressive. One survivor in Bower’s study noted that the
repeated death threats began to lose their impact on the prisoners. Another survivor added that
the “…essential delusions of man” were the belief in a God or the idea of man having the
capability to envision “his own death, and that in times of need, fellow man will come to the
rescue.”118 These thoughts pervaded the minds of many survivors. Many either gave up on life or
became aggressive to survive.
Today, the human understanding of trauma easily surpasses those of the twentieth
century. For instance, psychologists such as Cathy Caruth explain that the word “trauma” came
from the Greek word meaning “wound.” Specifically, Caruth states that trauma is not a
wounding of the body, but of the mind.119 Today’s psychiatrists and psychologists associate
trauma with the psychological diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). The
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III ) introduced the diagnosis of
PTSD in 1980.120 To receive a diagnosis of PTSD, an individual must experience or witness a
stressful event, which that person either perceived or directly experienced the threat of “death” or
“serious bodily harm.”121 Additionally, the suspected PTSD survivor would suffer “great horror,”
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which potentially triggers the PTSD response.122 Although across cultures people with PTSD
experience different symptoms,123 many of the recognized symptoms of PTSD in Western
culture include flashbacks such as “reliving” the event, dissociation, or mentally “splitting.”124
Other symptoms include having intrusive memories and avoiding any reminders of the traumatic
event.125 When referring to trauma, I use the definition of someone experiencing an event
divorced from of the normal range of human interaction and experience such as: perceived
threat of harm and/or death and extreme horror, or something so horrific that the traumatized
individual pushes the memory from their minds. Any experience outside of normal human
events also includes, but is not limited to physical, mental and sexual abuse, torture, war, etc.
Sigmund Freud connected the use of language, trauma, and psychotherapy. In one of his
papers “The Origin and Development of Psychoanalysis,” Freud credited the discoveries of a
colleague, Dr. Breuer, who made some of the first observations between language and trauma.126
Although a medical doctor and not a psychologist, Dr. Breuer tried to help a hysterical female
patient. Freud explained that this patient suffered minor psychological trauma. Dr. Breuer
hypnotized the woman to get to the root of her trauma. In this particular case, Freud suggested a
that language, hysteria and memory seemed interconnected. To calm herself, the woman recalled
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nursery rhyme in English. However she did not understand or speak the language.127
The previous example demonstrated that Dr. Breuer’s patient only began to “…express
herself in any language…”128 once she recalled the English nursery rhyme. Once she
remembered the rhyme in English, Freud noted that she began to more freely express herself in
her native tongue. Initially, the woman lacked the ability to speak until she recalled something
that counteracted her traumatic memory. In this sense, personal narrative was revealed through
language. This narrative was also simultaneously hidden behind traumatic memory through the
paralyzing effects of psychosomatic paralysis and muteness. This form of processing the trauma
and finding a cure are what Freud would regard as a successful psychological interpretation in
that both the patient’s physiological and psychological symptoms.129
Like Freud, Jacques Lacan also explored the hidden meanings of language through his
discussion of psychoanalysis. In Freud’s model, the psychological interpretation occurs after the
speaker and the interpreter evaluate the speaker’s symptoms. In Lacan’s model, the analysis
happens at the beginning of the interaction. According to Matthew Sharpe’s interpretation of
Lacan, when the patient verbally relayed his symptoms to the analyst, the analyst took these
pieces of truth and “quilted” them together.130 The analyst’s interpretation was relayed back to
the speaker in “an inverted form.”131 The portions of the “unquilted” truths or signifiers still
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resided in the unconscious of the speaker, unlike the “quilted” parts which leave the unconscious.
The remaining signifiers were amalgamated into the person’s identity. These “unquilted
signifiers” appeared foreign to the person.132 This form of interpretation allows for an individual
to rethink and reformulate how s/he views “…the past, reordering the signifiers in which his/her
self-understanding has come to be ordered.”133 Lacan’s model demonstrated that language is
hidden and “pre-exists” each human being. The metaphorical subject begins to exist only when it
appropriates signifiers from the “Other.”134 In a similar manner, the language of trauma is hidden
and only revealed when the speaker or interpreter adopts the master signifiers from the “Other.”
Until the twentieth century, psychologists and researchers lacked the information to
understand that the anomaly of memory loss occurred because the brain sent the data about the
traumatic event to the visual, rather than the verbal centers of the brain. Freud, however,
concluded that forgotten memories resided in the unconscious and his use of psychotherapy
allowed for his patients to bring “resisted” memories to the surface.135 Freud used dream analysis
to examine which memories the patient actively resisted. According to Sigmund Freud, two
types of dream content exist: manifest dream-content and latent dream-content. The first
represents a passing dream which the dreamer brushes off, and the dream appears confusing.
Latent dream-content refers to the origin of the dream in the unconscious.136 Freud also
concluded that anxiety dreams helped to alleviate the stress of the repressed “wishes” or
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memory.137 Psychologist and theorist Cathy Caruth reinterprets Freudian psychology. Caruth
first explains that:
Trauma theory often divides itself into two basic trends: the focus on trauma as the
‘shattering” of a previously whole self and the focus on the survival function of trauma as
allowing one to get through an overwhelming experience by numbing oneself to it.138
Like Freud, Caruth notes that the “knowing” of trauma connects to the “language of trauma.”
Surviving the trauma along with the shattering of the self inhibits language about the event.139
The inhibition of language stems from the inability of the brain’s verbal centers to process the
traumatic event.
Freud assumed that memories, even if contained within the layers of dreams, could
quickly emerge to the surface with the help of the psychologist. His conclusion is incorrect
because the verbal centers of the brain do not process traumatic memories. In his Seminar Book
I, Jacques Lacan examined one of Freud’s case studies in which a patient used language in his
dream, but there were obvious linguistic errors.140 Lacan noted that “…phenomena which belong
very specifically to the order of language appear in the dream just when it takes a certain
direction.”141 The brain uses language in dreams when it stops dreaming about the traumatic
memory. Since the visual centers of the brain store traumatic memories, language should not be
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available to describe the event Therefore, a traumatic memory, as Freud thought, was not easily
accessible.
Caruth concludes that explicitly horrific events trigger “traumatic neurosis.”142 Caruth
suggests that Freud thought that trauma manifested through instance of fright. This manifestation
affected the consciousness because the mind lacked the readiness to handle the information.143
According to Caruth, Freud saw a distinction between fright from trauma and fright from a
dream. While the former reflects unpreparedness for the event and the assaulting stimuli, the
latter demonstrates fright as “waking” from a dream or nightmare. Caruth states:
…it is not only the dream that surprises consciousness but, indeed, the very waking itself
that constitutes the surprise: the fact not only of the dream but of having passed beyond
it. What is enigmatically suggested, that is, is that trauma consists not only in having
confronted death but in having survived, precisely, without knowing it. What one returns
to in the flashback is not incomprehensibility of ones’ near death, but the very
incomprehensibility of one’s life.144
Caruth implies that trauma is about someone’s personal survival.145 The incomprehensibility of
surviving trauma adds to the feeling of being traumatized and thus increases the sense of fright.
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Like Freud and Caruth, Carl Jung’s work dealt with the interpretation of dream imagery.
For Jung, dreams emerge from symbolic language from the unconscious.146 The symbolic
language of dreams allowed for Jung to conclude that mental illness embodied a form of
“disunity.” This meant that a mentally healthy individual’s mind and personality stayed
unified.147 Unlike Freud’s idea of repression, Jung saw character breaks or different personalities
in a person when s/he experienced dissociation.148
Jung’s theory of language, signs, and symbols mark a significant contribution to the field
of psychology. Like Umberto Eco and John Searle, Jung thought that language consisted of signs
and symbols.149 In dreams, language consists of symbols from the unconscious.150 Jung
elaborated, stating:
The images produced in dreams are much more picturesque and vivid than the
concepts and experiences that are their waking counterparts. One of the reasons
for this is that, in a dream, such concepts can express their unconscious
meaning.151
Jung thought that any “recurring dreams” which plagued a patient originated from a “traumatic”
event from that person’s life. These recurring dreams could be interpreted through the language
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of signs and symbols. 152 In contrast with Searle’s definitions of signs and symbols, Jung defined
a sign as being something that stood for “less than” the object or subject it “represented.” On the
other hand, symbols mean and represent more than what they present. They are often “obvious”
and rely on “spontaneity.”153Symbols hold the key to unlocking the hidden messages in
language.
The use of symbols or drawings helped my art therapist interpret my art. My art showed
indicators of sexual abuse through the use of symbols, which expressed similarities to the
artwork of other survivors of sexual abuse. Without these symbols I firmly believe that I never
would have thought that I was sexually traumatized. In the winter of 2005, I returned home from
college, and I remained unsure as to whether or not I experienced sexual trauma. I looked
through a folder that I saved. It contained all of my artwork from preschool. I initially found
nothing but scribble drawings and paintings, but I lacked the training to interpret those drawings.
Later, I came across a purple booklet with a picture of me on the front (see Figure 3). I opened
the booklet and saw pages with my hand and footprints. I turned the page and felt my stomach
drop when I saw the drawing I made of myself (see Figure 4a). The drawing showed a floating
head hovering above the body. The brown or orange marker showed chest hair and nipples. As I
scanned down the drawing, I almost vomited. A grotesque face showed the squiggle lines of
pubic hair (see Figure 4b). From an earlier art therapy paper that I wrote on childhood abuse. I
knew that my drawing was abnormal for a four-year-old girl. My drawing depicted a form, rather
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than a stick figure, but it also showed nipples, genitals and eyelashes.154 These symbols indicated
to me that I suffered through sexual abuse, but I did not remember until two months later.
Without these symbols in my drawings, I doubt that I would have ever remembered anything.
These same symbols revealed a hidden meaning that I could not verbally render, but my art
could. Later, I discovered how I was abused and who hurt me.

Figure 3. Picture of me at age 4.
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Figure 4a. Drawing I made of myself at age 4.

Figure 4b. A close-up of the genital area – there is a face.
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Jung used archetypes and not semiotics to explain the representation of signs and
symbols. He suggested that “the archetype is a tendency to form such representations of a motif
– representations that can vary a great deal without losing their basic pattern.”155 The archetype
in my art used to depict a deeply wounded and broken woman. The conscious mind would never
have the capability to interpret the signs, symbols or the motifs because the conscious mind lacks
the ability to “recognize” them.156 The use of archetypes helps to interpret and process meaning.
This process occurs across cultures.157 Archetypes exist in mythology and religion. They wield
power to influence entire cultures and how people think.158 Before an individual decodes a
symbol, that person must become aware of its personal, cultural or possibly universal meaning.
The possible meaning and interpretation may also change.159 The drawing I made of myself is
deeply personal, which is why I was able to connect with it. Emotions occur in tandem with
archetypes. Without emotions, the image of the archetype lacks deeper meaning.160 Dreams
allow for an “advanced” states of consciousness which permit the mind to push beyond its own
boundaries. This allows someone to delve into deep “self-reflection.”161
Nineteenth-century psychologist Pierre Janet suggested that people who experienced
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trauma had broken verbal memories of the event.162 The reason why verbal memory and
language expression fail to recount the traumatic event because the brain does not process trauma
in the same way as it would an everyday event. Today, neuroscientists understand that there are
essentially two types of memory: explicit and implicit.163 Explicit memory “explains” what
happened, or more succinctly, this kind of memory “deals with the development of language
expression and comprehension.”164 There are also two types of explicit memory, semantic and
episodic. Semantic memory relies on the verbal section of the brain to communicate language.
Episodic memory unifies all the parts of semantic memory.165 Implicit memory, on the other
hand, does not require the use of the conscious mind for the interpretation of the memory.166 The
amygdala, hippocampus, and the media prefrontal cortex govern implicit memory. They also
produce emotional memory such as bodily sensations, smells, and sounds.167 My implicit
memory aided in my recall of my non-verbal and non-visual memories. When I first recalled
some of these memories, I felt visceral sensations in my body which I could not explain. I felt
things that I did not remember experiencing, but I somehow knew how they felt. Later, I recalled
what one of the perpetrators said to me, and I could hear it as if they were present with me. My
implicit memories helped me to remember the visual images of my traumatic memories.
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During traumatic events, the brain bypasses the normal neurological routes of memory
making. This path conceptually parallels the noise channel in communication. Another way to
explain this is that a traumatic event may not fit the brain’s schemas, because it has no other
event to reference.168 Usually, an event is processed and the verbal portions of the brain supply
the information for verbal memory, which is why people verbally recall the most mundane
activities. A traumatic event interrupts the language process and affects the brain’s ability to
place that event in verbal long-term memory.169 Metaphorically, the “noise” and “glitch” in this
process act as the brain rerouting the traumatic event to a different neurological center. As a
result, people may forget the traumatic event and they may not possess the necessary language to
give a description.
Randy Vick suggests that there is a close link between the biochemistry of the brain and
the practice of art therapy. This connection allows for a deeper bond between the mind and body.
170

Specifically, Cathy Malchiodi intimates that traumatic memories, or sensory memory, is

critical to the recovery process.171 Art therapy “bridges” the gap between explicit and implicit
memory because the images that are used help to tap into the unconscious, which holds the
location of the traumatic memories. The creation of artwork contributes to the creation of a new
narrative.172 The right side of the brain makes images and then the left side uses verbal language
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to describe what the other side helped to create. This explanation demonstrates the effectiveness
of art therapy.173 Art therapy helps the client to gradually gain the language to talk about the
trauma and then to incorporate much of the memory into the conscious mind. This therapeutic
practice is necessary when helping people process traumatic memories because many times the
survivor recalls images and not necessarily the language of the event. The use and practice of art
therapy help the patient to remove the noise and glitch in their minds, which allow for the hidden
traumatic memory to become clear.
When I first worked with an art therapist, I was required to draw what I felt and
remembered. Naturally, I was very resistant to this. On the days when I followed my art
therapist’s directives, I drew with my right hand and used pencil or pen. After a few sessions my
therapist took away the pencils and pens because she wanted me to have less control when I
drew. She thought that if I had less control then more symbols would appear in my drawings.
One night I tried drawing with crayon and I had a hunch. I allowed my left hand to draw, even
though that is not my dominate hand. As a result, the drawings that I produced were
exceptionally vivid. I drew the faces of the people who hurt me and then drew different scenes
from the events. My right hand was incapable of drawing these images even though I tried.
Because the visual centers are on the right side of the brain, they store traumatic memories. I
think that drawing with my left hand allowed my brain to access previously unknown
information. When drawing with my right, I was accessing the left side of my brain, which of my
contains the verbal centers. Since my brain stored my traumatic memories in the left hemisphere
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brain, I could not readily access them.
In “A Brief History of Art Therapy,” art therapist practitioner and researcher Randy Vick
explains that art therapy formed from the practice of both art and psychotherapy.174 E. Kriss
became the first psychotherapist to use art in his practice, however, this was not art therapy as it
is today. He created standard “paper-and-pencil” tests as a way to format a standard diagnostic
method.175 Vick asserts that there is a difference between using art in psychotherapy and art
therapy. Art therapists allow the client to “interpret” his/her artwork and art therapists rely less
on “formalized verbal directives.”176
Some present-day art therapists rely less on the “psychoanalytic process” for
“assessment” and more on making art, as well as how the patient portrays the image.177 Until the
mid-twentieth century, the art therapy field was not yet “formalized” even though practitioners
permitted their clients to create art in the therapeutic process.178 The use and analysis of art in
therapy began with Margaret Naumberg. She established the Walden School and began to use
her theories and art in hospitals and individual therapy sessions in the 1940s. Sigmund Freud and
Carl Jung influenced both Naumberg and many of today’s art therapists.179 Naumberg built upon
the theories proposed by Freud and Jung, and she noted that art helped to prevent transference.
Transference refers to a patient seeing the therapist as a mother, father or lover figure. This
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process allows for the “symbolic communication of the unconscious” to help guide the
practitioner.180
Many art therapists adhere to or at least incorporate some of Freud’s initial contributions
to art in the psychotherapeutic process. In fact, Freud stated that:
We experience it [a dream] predominantly in visual images…part of the difficulty of
giving an account of dreams is due to our having to translate these images into words, “I
could draw it,” a dreamer often says to us, “but I don’t know how to say it.181
Freud noted that the created images seemed to possess more meaning for the patient than simply
talking about the traumatic event.182 Because of Freud’s contribution, his psychoanalytic process
helped to develop the ideas behind art therapy. The creation of images became the means to
reach the unconscious.183 Art therapists also use Jung’s theories because he thought that drawing
and painting allowed patients to access their unconsciousness and bring those symbols and signs
to their conscious minds. Jung asserted that he, like his patients, would have to learn to interpret
the signs and symbols. Symbols exist in relation to their opposites. The use of symbols,
Malchiodi explains, demonstrates a manner in which “…the psyche” could “…reconnect inner
conflicts and to achieve individuation,” allowing for the client to engage in self-reflection about
themselves and the traumatic event.184 For example, I was allotted a certain amount of time to
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create my art piece in therapy, and after that time the therapist and I would talk about what I
made. She often asked me about certain symbols I drew as well as what they meant, and what
made me draw them as I did. After doing this over many sessions I felt myself becoming more
grounded in a sense where I felt my mind and body reconnect, where I then experienced a feeling
of control and independence in my life.
The questions which remain are how do art therapists assess the client’s artwork and is
there a type of visual language which acts as a substitute for verbal language? Some of the first
diagnostic and assessment tools which art therapists used on new clients to look for indicators of
trauma, are the draw a “free picture,” “draw a tree” and “draw a feeling” picture. When I began
working with my art therapist, I followed all these instructions and created three drawings. While
I no longer possess them, I remember the overall themes of my tree pictures because I frequently
drew them. Some of my first drawings with many twisted branches and showed death and decay.
A distinguishing feature of my tree drawings was that I drew the trees but no ground. The trees
appeared to float. My art therapist would say that my drawings indicated that I was not grounded.
This mimicked my dissociative episodes, which my mind separated from my body. I still create
tree drawings because they make me feel grounded and fully connected through mind, body, and
soul. Since I transitioned to creating digital art, I digitally drew trees. The tree in Figure 5 has
many branches, suggesting that I am growing and changing. The tree is also grounded, meaning
that my body and mind are connected. The warmer colors indicate a change of personality or a
softening of my usually guarded personality.
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Figure 5. A tree drawing I created in Spring 2016
Cohen, Mills, and Kijak suggest that the art therapist looks for any conflicting messages
within the drawings and also assesses the use of color and the heaviness of lines.185 The tree
drawings help the art therapist to analyze the client's past experiences, however, Anita Rankin
asserts that the analyses of these pictures may not be fully accurate.186 Some art therapists
believe that the tree images tell more about the patient’s psyche than human figure drawings
because the “repressed” energy which manifests in these drawings.187 Completing these
drawings comes with the understanding that people with past abuse, for example, can and have
drawn very organized images, which Cohen, Mills, and Kijak call a "façade.” To identify false
drawings or “façade,” the art therapist looks for consistency between the three to five drawings
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created by the client. Sometimes the patient depicts or draws trees which appear to float.188 The
pictures from the “how you feel” directive offer the client a feeling of “emotional release.”189
Some art therapists shy away from giving these three drawings as a directive because of the
assessments’ criticisms. Other art therapists adopted other guidelines used with clients to help
with assessment.190 The directive which the art therapist assigns to the patient also relies on
which school of thought s/he follows.
Art Therapist and researcher Dee Spring makes her case for the visual language of trauma
in her article “Thirty Year Study Links Neuroscience, Specific Trauma, PTSD, Image
Conversion, and Language Translation.”191 Like Malchiodi, Vick, and Talwar, Spring explains
that creating art and images helps the brain to “translate” visual images into verbal language
because the “...conversion of image (internal to external) assists in trauma resolution through
language translation (artistic to linguistic).”192 Spring quantitatively recorded the number women
who suffered varying degrees of physical and/or sexual abuse/trauma. These women created
drawings which contained “iconography” such as “disembodied eyes and wedges,” triangular
and angular shapes.193 The choice of these two forms of iconography emerges from the idea that
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“wedges (e.g.) pyramids) link to power, and disembodied eyes reference sin and punishment
related to religious beliefs (e.g., guilt, eye of God).”194 Figure 6 depicts an eye blended with the
pink, purple, black and green background. This piece is just one of my many digital painting I

Figure 6. Do I blend in?
created, which use eyes as a motif. I always drew eyes because I believed that they showed
someone’s soul. The eyes I drew were always disembodied to the point where the eyeball
floated and existed apart from the rest of the human figure. Figure 6 depicts my need to blend in,
in the hopes that no one would ever really know anything about what happened to me. This piece
also reflects my feelings of guilt. Feelings of guilt always followed me because I thought that I
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did nothing to stop what happened. To me, the eye motif is not about God’s eye, but my
lingering guilt.
Spring’s study demonstrates that PTSD is significantly affected by “autobiographical
memory” in that “…It is unique. In no psychiatric illness does the recollection of traumatic past
personal events play such a pivotal role in diagnostic classification and disease morbidity.”195
Spring further elaborates, stating:
Symbolic forms in the context of reflecting traumatic experience retain holding power to
condense effects (content) and symbolize symptom clusters, memories, sensation, affect,
cognition, and perceptions. This is a process of knowing on a sensory level. Sensory
knowledge combined with image formation becomes the message received by the victimartist. The victim-artist subsequently engages in image conversion to interpret and
translate artistic form to linguistic form to find essential meaning.196
This process allows for the “nonverbalized, unsymbolized” to be translated.197 The quantitative
data of Spring’s study shows that the appearance of eyes and wedge shapes occur more
frequently in drawings by women who endured rape or multiple instances of sexual abuse
compared to the women who did not experience any of these events.198 Spring also conducted
this exact test with patients in Taiwan with very similar results. The abused women more
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frequently drew disembodied eyes and wedge shapes.199 This data suggests that there may be
some “universalized” symbols of trauma.200 The disembodied eye drawings in Taiwan portray
similar expression to the women in Spring’s study, as well as myself. What makes these symbols
universalized remains unseen. One possible explanation is that across cultures many rape
survivors have endured shaming by their families and communities as if they did not do enough
to prevent what happened. This phenomenon explains the feelings of guilt. During the past
several years of my life, I had this exact feeling. Spring noticed that women who encountered
multiple forms of abuse drew an increased amount of disembodied eyes, which Spring
contributed to incest victims’ guilt and shame.201 She suggests that the group of women who
endured the multiple instances of abuse, such as a combination of rape, incest, molestation, hold
onto guilt.202 Spring also found that the evidence from the “rape” group demonstrated that the
drawings by these women contained more wedges, and suggest the fear of the perpetrators’
return to harm the survivors.203
Dee Spring concludes that “the image becomes the message, the art expression becomes
the sender. The victim-artist becomes the receiver who translates the message into linguistic
form” (see Figure 7).204 The idea of an image becoming a message parallels Ong’s
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idea that a code can contain meaning if it is “picturable,” and linked to an instance of utterance.
This process is real for someone participating in art therapy. The visual images become the
picturable code, and when the survivor can speak about his/her art of the trauma, the semantic
codes are given meaning. Additionally, Spring’s basic model of communication parallels the
general model of communication which Shannon developed.

Figure 7. Spring’s Model of communication
Umberto Eco’s notions of communication and language best explain how to analyze a
piece of art. I use Eco’s model to help examine the relay of trauma survivors’ messages in their
art. Eco asserts that in an “open” artwork the artist arranges the information in such a way that
the viewer disassembles data and put it back together.205 In art therapy, the “open” artwork
functions as the patient’s art, which potentially holds multiple meanings. The art therapist
examines the art, takes the visual information apart, and with the help of the patient, reassembles
the information. This process works only if/when the client takes the first steps to interpret
his/her art. Eco also suggests that the “validity” of an art piece coincides with “…the number of
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different perspectives from which it can be viewed and understood.”206 The fact that the client’s
art holds multiple meanings and can elicit various interpretations, giving the artwork validity,
and this supports the explanation of sending, receiving, and interpreting messages. The meaning
is used to help the client move into individuation and regain a sense of self.
Many times the clients use visual language to “code” their artwork, allowing them to
visually speak in symbols.207 These codes also operate on the basis of Charles Sanders Peirce’s
icon, index and symbol. Roman Jakobson referenced Peirce’s work and acknowledged that a
symbol may contain an icon or index.208 Pierce used these three when examining word “tenses”
in grammar and verbal communication. The icon embodies all past experiences, while the index
encompasses all experiences in the present. The symbol helps to predict the future.209 These
three components allow humans to understand, analyze and interpret language and meaning.
Using Pierces’ work, I suggest that a victim creates his/her vocabulary of sexual trauma, but the
vocabulary overlaps many other universal symbols. This overlap creates a type of universal
archetype of trauma.
Like the process of time, the method for understanding art also employs the use of index,
icon and symbol, according to Peirce. Quoting Pierce, Roman Jakobsson stated:
To speak of the “grammar” of an art is not to employ a useless metaphor: the point is that
all art implies an organization of polar and significant categories that are based on the
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opposition of marked and unmarked terms. All art is linked to a set of artistic
conventions…Other conventions, influential ones or even mandatory ones for the artist
and for the immediate receivers of his work, are imposed by the style of the nation and of
the time.210
Both signs and symbols dictate the “marked” and “unmarked” terms which control and influence
an artwork’s organization. Together, symbol, index, and icon help the interpreter and
interpretant create meaning. Pierce cautioned that non-verbal communication did not act as a real
substitute for spoken language but is used in tandem. This same model parallels art therapy’s in
that these symbols, icons, and indices create the visual imagery. The sender and interpreter
correspond to the patient and therapist.
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CHAPTER 4
TRAUMA AND ART

This chapter focuses on art that embodies trauma, and examines how those pieces create
a narrative of the artist’s trauma. In Jill Bennet’s book, Empathic Vision, she examines how
artists and viewers express and experience trauma in art.211 Not all works of trauma art follow a
distinct narrative, and they vary between the artist as a survivor or as a witness. Bennett explains
that depicting trauma through imagery goes beyond words, stating, “…trauma itself is classically
defined beyond the scope of language and representation; hence, an imagery of trauma might not
readily conform to the logic of representation.”212 Bennett’s idea aligns with my reviews
regarding how language fails to depict trauma because of the way in which the human brain
stores traumatic memories. Additionally, many of the following artists created their art during
the twentieth century and none include works from the twenty-first century. This exclusion is not
because these artist do not exist, but because the present century is nascent. As a result, a greater
variety of pieces from the present day are too small for a greater comparative study.
Artistically depicting trauma varies between artists due to the differences in and response
to their traumatic experiences. One of the twentieth-century artists who depicted trauma was
Frida Kahlo (1907-1954). Author Joan Gibbons explains that Frida Kahlo often painted pictures
which contained “memory work.”213 Gibbons explains that Kahlo’s work inhabited one of two
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paradigms:
…one which abides by the conventional format of the mirrored image (either head
and shoulders or full-length) with personal attributes that often allude to the larger
socio-political context which she inhabits; and one in which she illustrates or
stages key moments in her life in a mise en scene of some sort.214
The latter definition refers to Kahlo’s work. For instance, Kahlo’s The Henry Ford Hospital
(1932), exhibits a sad and dark depiction of her miscarriage (see Figure 8).215 The painting
shows a naked Kahlo on a bed soaked in blood. Six umbilical cords emanate from her stomach,
which connect to a doctor’s model of female sexual organs, the miscarried fetus, a phallic snail,
medical instruments, a flower, and a human female pelvis. Kahlo’s figure is twisted and slightly
faced away from the viewer’s gaze. In the background, lies a barren desert with a dark purplishblue sky. Factory-like buildings inhabit the horizon line. The painting exhibits a type closeness
and paradoxically, a detachment from the traumatic event. The closeness or intimacy comes from
the personal nature of the subject, the sexualized image of the snail, and the inclusion of the
anatomical pieces and doctor’s instruments. On the other hand, Kahlo’s work exhibits a cool
detachment because the six figures are attached to her pelvic region, but they float and appear
disembodied. Gibbons explains that Kahlo meant for this piece to also embody identity by
referencing the piece as “…an ‘anti-nativity’ and represented herself as La Llorona, the weeping
woman from Mexican folklore, who in various versions stands for evil, extreme violence, bad
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motherhood and sexual deviance.”216 Kahlo may have seen herself as embodying “bad
motherhood” by the very fact that she could not become a mother. During the time she lived in
and given her ethnic background, motherhood was what defined femininity. Her work takes on a
Mexican “votive” theme which usually shows gratitude for surviving trauma and tragedy.217
Kahlo’s piece differs from the Mexican votive because there is no “inscription” due to the
trauma and tragedy still befell her. Gibbons suggests that:
…the missing inscription can also be read as a sign of the unspeakability of trauma – the
inability, as Cathy Caruth notes of being able to fully assimilate trauma as it occurs and
the need to find belated symptomatic or allusive ways of reviving the crisis in order to
remember it.218
The notion of replaying and sublimating the trauma through the creation of artwork supported by
Caruth’s assertion that trauma is a “wound” of the mind. The brain must process the events to
make them less threatening.
Like Kahlo, Louise Bourgeois art reflects personal trauma. However, her trauma
manifested through her memory of feeling unwanted by her philandering father. In her threedimensional piece entitled The Destruction of the Father (1974) (see Figure 8),219 Bourgeouis
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Figure 8. The Henry Ford Hospital
creates the inside of the mouth which also doubles as a dinner table.220 The artist focuses on
bringing her childhood fears to the surface and use them as a kind of “cathartic” process (see
Figure 8).221 Analyzing Bourgeois’ fear in her artwork, Gibbons explains that:
…it was the fear that was regularly produced at the dinner table by the
overbearing behavior of her father that was invoked, and turned into a private
fantasy that involved the dismemberment and cannibalization of the father by
Bourgeois and her brother and sister.222
She was traumatized because she felt unwanted while she watched her father be unfaithful to her
mother, and this led to her feelings of wanting her father destroyed. Like Kahlo, Bourgeois
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revives her old, painful memories to confront and cope with them. Her installation looks like an
alien landscape whose barren environment is only exceeded by the warm colored, lava-like,
stalagmites and stalactites which close surround the “dinner table.” This enclosed scene reflects
the emotions portrayed by Bourgeois’ traumatic memories.

Figure 9. The Destruction of the FatherCourtesy Cheim & Read, Galerie Karsten Greve and
Galerie Hauser & Wirth © Louise Bourgeois Photo: Rafael Lobato
Jill Bennett suggests that viewing the artwork regarding the dichotomy of pedophile and
victim, removes the artist’s subjective experience.223 In the case of Tracey Emin, the artist
removes her personal experience of her trauma by depicting this dichotomy. Emin also creates
many of her art pieces for consumption. This consumption removes her from her experience so
that the pieces are mass produced. Emin’s work closely relates to my art because of the subject
of sexual abuse. Like myself, Emin uses her art to create a narrative, story or living memory,
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which documents her history of abuse.224
Tracey Emin describes her artwork as embodying the sexual molestation and rape she
faced as a child.225 While both Bourgeois and Emin survived trauma, Gibbons suggests that
Bourgeois’ work dealt with deep psychological pain, while Emin’s artwork fits the postmodern
art genre.226 Gibbons notes that Emin’s memories and trauma are solely internal and not
“accessible” to the viewer unlike Bourgeois,’ who created installation art.227 Gibbons calls
Emin’s work “confessional” in that Emin indirectly shows that she endured horrific trauma,
although there is no religious component to her artwork. Gibbons furthers her statement,
explaining that “rather than meeting a need to confess, the self-absorption of Emin’s work acts as
a means by which she copes post-traumatically with the cruelties and abuses of her life –
something shared by both Kahlo and Bourgeois.”228
I disagree with Gibbon’s analysis of Emin’s art as “self-absorbed.” While her artwork is
about herself, she uses her art as a vehicle for addressing her abuse. Jeanette Winterson, Carl
Freedman and Rudi Fuchs conducted an interview with Tracey Emin, where one of their
statements posed to Emin was “Let’s talk about your anger, your jealousy, and your violence.”229
Emin responded, stating:
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Look, I’m not that violent. The times in my life when I’ve been violent and I know that
actually I couldn’t count them on one hand, but I know when I’ve been violent and I
know that I’ve got incredible aggression inside me. Well that’s because a lot of my life
I’ve been beaten, I’ve been abused, I’ve been sexually abused, I’ve been treated like shit,
I’ve been deceived, I’ve been lied to, and the fact that I’m at an age now where… where
that just won’t happen to me again, I won’t tolerate that in my life, there isn’t room for
that…230
Emin explains that she wished to become a better person and that she continues to work on her
self-growth.231 Emin acknowledges that she acted inappropriately at times. However, she like her
art, is a work in progress. From what she states, Emin’s comments suggest that she is deeply
connected to her art. As she changes, so does the tone and content of her artwork.
Emin’s artistic process parallels my own because she addresses abuse as well as the rage
she felt while being traumatized. My own experiences and feelings allow me to feel rage and
sadness, which allowed me to begin to overcome my abuse. Creating my digital paintings gave
me the strength to overcome my trauma. This is why I disagree with Gibbons. To analyze and
criticize Emin’s for her autobiographical artwork is ineffectual. Because her artwork is a
narrative, Emin’s art will naturally address her own life issues. Without taking this approach
Emin could not document her trauma, and healing to understand how she has changed and can
continue to better herself. The process which Emin undergoes mimics the conceptual glitch.
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While I am uncertain if Emin lost her memory at any point, the subject matter of her art still
represents glitch because of the transference of her art (the information) to the viewer (the
receiver). The glitch or noise comes in the interpretation of her artwork. My therapist always
tells me “they don’t speak Russian.” The phrase means if someone has not undergone the same
life experiences as another person there is no common ground to understand trauma. Having the
same traumatic experiences as Emin is not necessary to understand her art. However, without
having had similar traumatic encounters, people may not fully appreciate the pain, rage, and
healing that Emin shows in her work.
Emin sells her trauma artwork seems more like a statement of how people readily
consume sex and abuse as a commodity. Her abuse embodies and reflects the consumption of
violent sexual cultures. My sexual abuse art is readily accessible because of the technology it
employs. When my website is completed, my pieces will be consumed by viewers. Viewing my
art acts as the consumption of my sexual abuse narrative. As my art is devoured by viewers’
eyes, my narrative spreads. The distribution of my narrative allows the world to know what
happened to me because for decades others silenced my voice.
One piece which demonstrates the idea of consumption, art and sexuality is Emin’s “I’ve
Got It All” circa 2000 (see Figure 10). The picture shows Emin piling paper and money inbetween her legs. Here, Emin boldly combines the idea of consumerism, sex and sexuality.
While this particular piece refrains from directly referencing any history of abuse in Emin’s past,
her art depicts a culture enthralled with consuming violence and sex at the expense of women.
Many global societies expect women to adhere to these roles, which perpetuates the cycles of
violence against women. Given Emin’s history of abuse, “I’ve Got It All” speaks to the cycles
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Figure 10. “I’ve Got It All” by Tracey Emin232
of violence. While not apparent in this piece, Emin’s sexual abuse is still part of the larger cycle
of violence against women. This artwork depicts Emin as profiting from the consumption of
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violence. For example, her drawings depict abuse while “I’ve Got It All” demonstrates the roles
that this abused woman is expected to play. This particular art piece is only a section of the
cycle, which will continue to repeat inter-generationally until broken.
Some of her more well-known works include Family Suite (1994), which consists of a
series of several drawings. The artist says these sketches embody her memory and experiences of
childhood abuse. The drawings in the series consist of childlike scribbles which shows her
family. In No Sleep (see Figure 11),233 Emin uses pen and ink on paper to depict image of herself
naked and sleepless in bed. Much of the ink is smudged or smeared, and alternates between
heavy and light pressure squiggle lines. The faceless figure lies next to another, more childlike
stick figure. The stick figure is overrun by squiggles as if to mark out the other figure. The naked
figure appears to be covering her genital area. Yxta Murray suggests that the figure on the left
reaches out to grab the naked one, which represents one of Emin’s instances of abuse.234
In Sex Man I and II of the Family Suite (see Figures 12 and 13),235 the same scribbled,
child-like lines, mark out elements of the drawing. In Sex Man I, a headless male figure sits
at the center of the drawing. The artist solely focuses on his torso, specifically his penis. To the
right are a marked out head and a hand, which depict Emin. The omitted face, represents
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Figure 11. Family Suite: No Sleep

Figure 12. Sex Man I
rudimentary head attached to the man. While visually present in the drawing, his penis is not as
strongly or clearly rendered as in the first image. Like the first drawing, a disembodied head to is
to the left of the man. Both Sex Man I & II may represent Emin’s disembodied memories of her
perpetrators because she faced multiple instances of abuse throughout her childhood.
70

Figure 13. Sex Man II
Christian Boltanski’s work references inter-generational trauma. His father was a
Holocaust survivor and this affected Boltanski throughout his life. Even when the artist was born
during the Second World War, his father remained in hiding.236 One of his light installations, a
light installation, Purim (1988) (See Figure 14),237 contains blurred black and white images
hanging on a gallery wall and each of the photos connect via wire strands and lights. The photos
depict children who attended a Purim Festival in 1939. They were killed by the Nazis killed
before the outbreak of the Second World War. Boltanski wanted to return the Jewish identities to
the children who were murdered.238
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Figure 14. Purim (1988)
Boltanski’s 2010 “Persons” shows a pile of clothing hanging from a crane. He explained
that this piece reflected how people might elevate themselves in society. People are raised above
the human masses only to be tossed back onto the pile.239 To emphasize this point, a crane lifted
piles of clothes and then released them. The clothes fell back onto the ground. Surrounding this
pile of clothes were other neatly demarcated grouping of clothing. This piece is one of many
Boltanski created and it uses clothing to either directly
or indirectly reference the Holocaust. The clothing piles reflect how the people had their
personhoods stolen and their only marks left on society were their clothes.
Even though my family did not live through the Holocaust, Boltanski’s work shares a
very critical aspect with my own, which is inter-generational trauma. Intergenerational trauma
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refers to one generation undergoing trauma and the next generation still feels the effects of these
events. There is a long history of abuse on my mother’s side of the family. No one ever talks
about it, and to do so would be taboo. The boyfriend/husband my great- aunt X and raped her
sister (great-aunt Y). He married my great-aunt X and they raised the child of my great-aunt Y.
One of my sisters accused my uncle of abuse, although I doubt that she remembers telling this to
me because she was under great duress. In my family, everyone tends to mysteriously forget the
events.240 The first, second, and third generations of women in my family feel those traumas. In
my case, I have experienced an overwhelming sense of sorrow for my aunt, and a feeling that if
my uncle was not already dead I would kill him. Knowing how to deal with intergenerational
trauma is the most difficult. I never understood how I could approach my aunt or even if I
should. Once I regained my memory, I knew the type of hurt that she endured. A good friend of
mine, who is a healer, told me that if I ever chose to have children that trauma could be passed to
them unless I break the cycle.
No artist creates trauma art by following the same method. The art work may not contain
the same subject matter as another peer’s work. Artists depict trauma differently depending upon
their experience and how they cope with their memories. There is no right way to view trauma
artwork because the experiences of both the artists and the audiences will never synchronize.
However, the artist has the ability to not only create a piece of art, but an appropriate
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environment in which the viewer may come close to what the artist feels or what the artist wants
the audience to feel.
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CHAPTER 5
REMOVING THE GLITCH: MY PERSONAL JOURNEY

My journey has led me to the point where I can tell my story through my artwork. Having
the ability to tell my story seems long overdue. Jill Bennett notes that she encountered many
artists who lived through trauma, all desired just to tell their stories.241 For most of my adult life,
I wanted this same opportunity. By attending many therapy sessions over the last decade, I was
chipping away at my pain, but at times I felt that I was adding to it. The ability to use my artistic
talents to show viewers the horrors that I survived, has become an integral part of my healing
process. The creation of my artwork allows me to convey my story to others, but also unburdens
my mind and soul. While I frequently depicted trauma in my art, I wanted to solely focus on
healing for the sake of my well-being.
Many of my art works were created in Photoshop. To do this, I first appropriate digital
images from the internet. For example, I typed “psychological pain” in the Google image search
engine, and selected the pictures that reflected the search inquiry as well as what I felt. Initially, I
digitally layered one image over. As my research progressed, I realized that a digital glitch
perfectly matched how I viewed trauma. In Glitch: Designing Imperfection Ant Scott describes
glitch as the “outcome” of what a computer or machine creates in error.242 Even though the
resulting anomaly emerges from a mechanical error, that image does not necessarily embody
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“aesthetic error.”243 Iman Moradi suggests that a glitch occurs from the misinterpretation and
breakdown of a computer’s programming which helps it to read computer code and other
“communication signals.”244 Shannon referred to this breakdown in basic communication as
“noise.” “Noise” interferes with the transmission from the information sources between the
messenger and the receiver (see Chapter 2).245 Like memory and the communication of trauma,
visual, aesthetic glitch result from the failure of the computer to send a coded message to its
destination.
Glitch, or “noise” art originated before the invention of computers or computer code. For
example, Len Lye created “noise” in his artwork by incorporating the “scratching and burning of
celluloid” as early as 1937. Approximately thirty years later, Nam June Paik’s “MAGNETTV”
used a ray tube to create “distortion and scanning lines.”246 Like many noise artists of the past
and glitch artists of the present, Lye and Paik exploited “accidents” in the transmission of
information. The resulting chasm between sent and received information allows artists to create
a new narrative and flow of information to present a modern visual aesthetic.247
In my dissertation I contend that there is hidden meaning within the visual images and
language of trauma. First, I envisioned glitch as frozen and multi-colored television and
computer screen errors. In time, my Google searches included artistic-looking glitches. With new
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images, I digitally layered them over a digital photograph which depicted trauma. By using one
or, several digital errors, I thought that I more accurately portrayed the hidden meaning of
trauma. These anomalies often overlap and distort my central trauma image. My idea is that my
language and memory of trauma were distorted and hidden behind an error. By placing these
bugged pictures and narrative over my images of trauma acted as a metaphor of me fighting
through the blackness of my missing memories. Glitch also embodies the interruption of memory
via the metaphorical noise (or fear) in my mind. “Noise” transferred the traumatic memories to a
different center of my brain, which allowed my mind to forget.
At times I fought between feelings of numbness and hope. While I initially thought that I
created my best digital paintings when I surrendered to the numbness and nothingness, I realized
that I could not continue to make art like this. I realized that these emotions would only serve to
destroy me. When I created my artwork I listened to what I call “epic music scores” by
composers such as Two Steps From Hell, Audiomachine, and Future World Music. The music
guided my hand and allowed me to elicit raw emotion that I could transfer into my artwork. The
music by these composers often depict elements of adventure, sorrow, and inspiration. The music
falls under the category of neo-classicism mixed with a new age vibe. Many of my art pieces
elicited a neutral feeling from me. However, I felt that I was not producing my best work. To
produce what I call “better” art, I listened to sadder, angrier, rock and rap songs. This is where
many of my pieces became much darker. At the time I was psychologically triggered by
psychosomatic symptoms that I had experienced in the past. Living through flashbacks, feeling
incredibly numb and experiencing mild dissociative episodes are a result of being triggered.
While these symptoms were relatively mild for me, I had not experienced any of these symptoms
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for about a decade, and I was unsure as to how to fight these negative emotions. I fought to feel
again. To fight against my personal darkness, I listened to more positive music, and began to
create pieces, which I envisioned as guiding my healing. This tactic worked. Instead of
conveying emotions of rage and anger, my pieces reflected joy, gratefulness, and love. After
about a month I cried and was positively overwhelmed by my new emotions. At first, I feared
that I would not produce good art if I listened to positive music. After a period of time, I saw an
elevation in the quality of my art, which reflected artistic transcendence.
Before I move into the discussion of my art, I need to share what happened to me. My
hope is that the reader better understands how my trauma and healing translate in my art. As a
two-and-three-year-old I was sexually abused by my caretakers. The perpetrators abused me over
a period of time. The memories I have appear as an amalgamation of various events, piling one
on top of the other. These images look like Photoshop layers, and this explains my preference
for using this software to depict the layers of my trauma.
My female babysitter and her husband, along with a third, unknown male, raped me.
They forcibly made me perform oral sex on them and vice versa. My memories appear in a first,
but also third person view. I dissociated to survive. One implicit memory that I have is when I bit
one of the men on his penis. Retrospectively, my only regret is that my jaw was not strong
enough to bite much harder. They also raped me. My body remembers the physical feeling of
being raped before I have the visual memories.
Today, I recall the fear, the sense of betrayal, and the feeling of imminent death. A
toddler should never feel any of these emotions. These feelings recently returned via a separate
implicit memory. During the creation of my art work, I retriggered myself. Many of my PTSD
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symptoms such as constantly living in a state of fight or flight, returned. During this time
thoughts of my mother flashed through my head and my body immediately felt sick, dirty,
repulsed, and vile. Many years ago I learned to trust what my body told me. When I thought of
my mother I recalled the feeling of molestation by her. My body knew that she did this to me.
Since then, vivid memories of that event plague my dreams.
Transitioning to my art work, the I am Glitched series depicts trauma. These four pieces
show a human head shattering. There is one visible eye. The upper head and lower chin are
distorted by blue and black horizontal lines (see Figure 16a). The other side of the face has a
“Hard Mix” Photoshop layer attached to one of the face layers, which makes the left side of the
face light and dark blue, yellow, green, pink and red. These color combinations remind me of the
emergency alert messages on the television, which have vertical, color bars. This particular piece
acts as an “emergency alert” because the face gives the viewer a warning that this first trauma
image is very tame and darker themes follow. I Am Glitched acts as the first layer of my soul
that the viewer can see. Retrospectively, this piece serves as a warning of the mental and
emotional journey I would fight while in the process of creating art to tell my story. The face
looks more robotic than human. The distorted effect was a conscious artistic choice. However, I
believe that my unconscious intended to create an unfeeling, robotic face. I Am Glitched is a selfportrait because I felt robotic and unfeeling from not confronting my past. These feelings parallel
the symptomology of PTSD, specifically numbness. The first layer of my soul felt numb.
The second piece in the I Am Glitched series is entitled Melted. This piece was created in
the same manner as I Am Glitched, but I added the “Threshold” adjustment to one of the digital
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Figure 15a. I Am Glitched
layers. This adjustment generates a black and white picture, and the user can adjust the level of
the threshold, which affects how much of the picture changes. Melted is the most powerful
image in the entire series. An outline of the head appears to look like an inkblot test, which
shows skin melting off of a face. This effect is due to the distortion I concocted in Photoshop. In
the center of the image sits a disembodied right eye, which Dee Spring concluded is one of the
markers that art therapists look for in the artwork of clients’ when sexual abuse is suspected.
When I constructed this image, I did not of how this piece correlated to my art therapy research.
In a sense I was not actively trying to make my art fit into that particular art therapy schema,
which Spring described. However, as a student and patient of art therapy, I know that the
unconscious always makes itself known no matter how hard an artist might try to hide any
personal information. I encountered this same event when I created Melted. Unlike the previous
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Figure 15b. Melted
image, Melted presents a more human-like face hidden behind scars and grief. The mouth
appears very disjointed and scarred due to the digital threshold layers I added to create this
aesthetic. The mouth metaphorically represents some memory or force preventing the revelation
of truth regarding my sexual abuse. Even in this regard, the face appears resolute and determined
to speak. Melted represents my inability to speak when I tried to tell my mother that those people
raped me. I am now determined to let my story see the light of day.
The third piece in this series is called Mind Space (see Figure 15c). I created this piece
by copying the digital file of the original I Am Glitched and using this picture as the background
in a new Photoshop project file. From here, I added additional background layers of green and
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pink. The green portion of the background represents willpower and resilience while the pink
embodies a sense of serenity and calm, which I strive one day to achieve. In the green part the
shattering head is pink, and alternatively, the pink background contains the green portion of the
face. The lines creating the blue eye draws in the viewer. A few muted, light blue lines overlap
the right part of the face. The face and the background are muted in this image and would almost
meld together if not for the color contrasts. Unlike Melted, Mind Space does not contain a
disembodied eye because the eye is in a similar position as I Am Glitched, and is more visible in
the relation to the head. The melding of the face and background remind me of how some of my
memories overlap, creating a single distorted image.

Figure 15c. Mind Space
The final piece in this series is simply titled Burnt. Like Mind Space, Burnt’s purple and
mint green background blend as separate background Photoshop layers. I also used I Am
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Glitched as a third background layer. I then added several color adjustment layers to create this
piece. Only towards the bottom third of the image does some of the background bleed through
the horizontal lines. The lower part of the face appears to fade into the background which causes
the breakdown of the digital pixelation structure. Unlike the other three pieces, the horizontal
lines appear thicker and cover a greater percentage of the face. There is no mouth and in its
place are a combination of mint green, orange, and red lines. Like Melted, the ability to speak
seems effectively prevented, but Burnt shows no sign of defiance in the face. Instead, the
majority of the face looks burned except for the greenish-blue patch under the covered eye. This
patch resembles a tear drop. While producing my art I was engulfed by the blackness of my
memories as if they were all consuming. The feeling of drowning came to the forefront, and I felt
that I was becoming a faceless being who was just another statistic of abuse.
Ghost is also a self-portrait because of the sense of not belonging. Using Photoshop, I
digitally layered a picture of a face and hands pressed against frosted glass. From this point, I
overlapped this image with a picture I used to design my I Am Glitched series. To generate a
different piece, however, I distorted face and hands from the newer image, and added adjustment
layers. The chosen images possessed little color, so I made separate color layers and further alter
the picture until this art work became another self-portrait. My intuition told me when this piece
was complete.
Because of my intuition, I decided not to alter the image any further. I felt that it reflected
how I always felt as an outsider. Being an outsider, I felt that I was always looking in to see
people with “normal” lives. In time I realized that this thought was erroneous because there is
never a normal. This feeling of otherness came from decades of mistrusting people and feeling
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Figure 15d: Burnt

Figure 16. Ghost
that I could never fit in with others. Unlike many well-adjusted individuals, my family life was a
nothing short of a nightmare. In my teenage years through the past decade, I believed that if I
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could keep attention away from myself and fade into the background that I would survive.
Paradoxically, at the same time I wanted to relate to others while I looked through a window, to
see a life that I never had or could have.
After the production of these pieces, I decided to look online for more digital anomalies
to use to overlap the “trauma” images. My search expanded beyond glitches with lines to include
boxed, data/code, word, matrix, and other digital distortions. These diverse error-like images
were chosen so that all of my pieces would not appear too similar. Instead of focusing on finding
horizontal and vertical noise lines, I included images such as digital blocks, which are seen in the
emergency signals on television. The digital glitches act as a metaphor for the world. The
distortions in my art also act as my fragmented memory. “Noise” acts as the fear that I felt when
I lived through these events. The extreme stress of the metaphorical noise hid my memory.
One of the first pieces from my expanded glitch search was Psychological Trauma. The
Google search I used was “psychological trauma.” The image I found was a black and white
image of an adult, male hand, which covered the mouth of a terrified young girl. This digital
photograph resonated with me because I trapped and controlled by an adult, while I felt terrified
and completely helpless. Photoshop allowed me to digitally overlap this picture with a black and
white woman’s head, which is covered and distorted by yellow, red and purple boxes. To further
distort this image I overlapped the woman’s eyes as well as the black and white image I found
online. This tactic gave my piece only one set of eyes. The eyes appear heavier and thicker than
they would have as separate images. While layering and distorting the rest of my piece, I
unintentionally made the face look like a human and animal hybrid. The choice to create a hybrid
references back to my memories when my father regularly called me an “animal” and then beat
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me. At times I wondered if I was subhuman. When I was a teenager, a teacher kindly
illuminated for me that I am human and worthy of love and happiness. The nose and mouth look
more like a shorter snout or monkey-like mouth. This portion of the image was where the adult
hand covered the child’s mouth. As in my life, the perpetrators covered my mouth to prevent my
screams of pain and cries for help reach the ears of my neighbors.
Psychological Trauma shows boxed blips overlapping the hand that covering a girl’s
mouth. Covering the girl’s mouth shows that her ability to speak about her trauma is stymied out
of fear. The boxed portion of my piece acts as jumbled words and memories which the girl
cannot decipher. The visual distortion serves as a second traumatic event. This particular
meaning in Psychological Trauma holds a very deep and personal significance for me. This
piece reminds me of my first flashback that I experienced in the middles of class eleven years
earlier. At the time I saw a bright flash in my mind’s eye and then an image sequence that
resembled moving through a wormhole. The afternoon sky showed the deepest gray and black,
which is a rare sight in California. I was in my body as a small child, and I looked up at my
mother as she dragged me to the car. My arm pulled against her grip, and she violently yanked
my arm and body to her. She said, “Shut up and get in the car.” The memory continued as I
turned back and saw the image of my elderly babysitter peering out of her doorway. The
flashback ended. The sounds of my professor and the rest of the students engaging in a lively
debate brought me back to the present. My body felt like it was recovering from the
metaphorical time travel. Those memories began my long journey to remember and recover.
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Psychological Trauma portrays pixelations as they cover the eyes and the upper portion
of the girl’s face, which act as the “noise” in the communication of a message. The pixelation
embodies fear and the placement of the glitch blinds the eyes and mutes the mouth. Unlike the

Figure 17. Psychological Trauma
pixilated portions of the image, the eyes are not completely covered but seem to break through
just enough to become visible to the viewer. On a personal level, the partial clarity of the eyes
represents the lifting of the blackness and blankness in my childhood memories lifting. To this
day, I still have large, black, blank gaps in my memory. My mind lacks clear memories of my
childhood except for my abuse. In fact, I lack an abundance of childhood memories before the
age of fourteen and even those are a little fuzzy. The fuzziness of my memory is depicted
through the blurriness of the pixelations in my art pieces. I attribute the lack of memory and
clarity to not having had a loving, caring adult watching over me. While not fully disembodied,
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prominence of the eyes speak to Dee Spring’s theory that the representation in a trauma
survivor’s art portrays feelings of guilt and sensation of feeling watched (see Chapter 3).
After I created Psychological Trauma I went through a period of trial and error in my
artwork. Feeling drained, I decided to take a break and tried to restart my art making in the
summer of 2016. During this time, I experienced a very unsettling feeling, something akin to the
nervousness which led up to my dissociative episodes. The feeling began with irritability and
anxiety. Gradually, these feelings intensified. At this juncture I used my artwork as art therapy
because I knew about its powerful healing ability, I and wanted to release my emotions and
discover their source. To depict my feelings, I created two versions of Help, I’m A Karma Slave.
Part of the inspiration for the title and images came from Splashdown’s song entitled “Karma
Slave.” The central trauma image I used to create the base of this image was the black and white
picture of a terrified looking pre-teen girl pressing her hand against glass. On her palm is the
word “help.” To generate a distorted look, I included a glitch which looks like a blue circle with
data code emerging from the center and runs horizontally. A few “threshold” layers were added
to make the hand much more visible. The paintbrush tool helped me darken the word “help.” The
second image resulted from one “divide” layer adjustment. Both images look similar to old
Japanese silk paintings because of the color combinations as well as the horizontal and vertical
lines, which gives a textural quality.
While the first image contains brown, red, and green colors, I chose to add black and
white hues specifically to make the central circle and the hand “pop.” My goal was to capture the
sense of a karma slave. Even though the ideas of karma connect to notions of circularity of life
and death, the circles in these images connect to the linearity of the right arrow search bar, which
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melds into and disrupts the hand. This imagery cements the idea of being a karma slave. While
my life still moves forward in a straight line, I repeatedly encountered instances of abuse which
seem to happen over and over again in a cycle. The events are cyclical because they follow a
similar pattern as karma. Just when I thought I was free from the cycle, the same events
happened. The cycle also embodies a succession and progression of any negative emotions
which I repeatedly felt, but lacked the knowledge and ability to free myself. The “help” hand
represents a way for me to cry out for help.
While trapped in this cycle, the feeling of helplessness made me question what egregious
act I committed to deserve what happened to me. For the longest time, I felt like I was cursed.
During the past several years, I worked to bury my feelings and not heal. Not talking about my
abuse made me suffer. At times, I would mention it in passing during therapy sessions, but never
in great detail. The “help” hand was a way for me to cry out that I needed to tell my story; it was
also a reminder to myself that I needed to open up and stop hiding.

Figure 18a. Help, I’m A Karma Slave
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Figure 18b. Help, I’m A Karma Slave
After I crafted Help, I’m A Karma Slave, I fell into a state which frequently oscillated
between dissociative episodes and the feeling of extreme emotional pain to the point of
suffocation. When I made my trauma art, I unintentionally triggered myself. Because of my firsthand experience with art therapy, I knew that making art could aid in my healing. Splitting was
generated during my bouts of emotional numbness. For the first time in ten years, I felt numb
and I dissociated. The part of my mind that was still cognizant wanted to capture how I saw
dissociation. One of the problems I encountered was that I needed a visual code to help decipher
the hidden meaning in my art. My mind ran into difficulty attaching words to the memories I saw
in my head.
Splitting uses a color image of a two-faced child. One of the personalities portrayed is the
rotting skin on the side of darkness, while the other half of the face is human. The image of the
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two-faced child is a play on the word “splitting.” The child has a split personality, but “splitting”
means the mind separating from the body. To arrive at the two finished images, I added color
layers. The other adjustments such as “screen,” make the top layers blend in with the rest of the
image. However, they are still distinctly visible. To incorporate a glitched look, I added a picture
of computer binary code. The incorporation of this code creates colored pixelations, which cover
the child’s face.
During the process of constructing Splitting (see Figures 19a and 19b), I wanted to focus
on what dissociation felt and looked like for me. However, I fell short in adequately and logically
depicting this sensation. As a survivor of trauma, I realized that I lacked the code to describe
what occurred in my head and body during a period of dissociation. Furthermore, possessing the
language to record my feelings seemed scant. For all the paucity in my descriptive language, I
apparently felt drawn to include the image of the pier. The image of a pier was in my head during
a dissociative episode many years ago in a therapy session. In my mind, I saw myself standing
on a pier leading to a grassy hill. In the background, I heard my therapist calling my name, but
she sounded very distant. This memory subconsciously resonated with me during the production
of Splitting.
In both versions of Splitting, eyes as well as wedges in the lower, middle half of the
image. These wedges appear phallic and cover the mouth. The wedge acts as a finger that is
placed over the mouth to mimic a shushing gesture. On the other hand, the wedge is still phallic
and without knowing my past, the viewer may not even think of the object as phallic only in
shape but having no meaning beyond that. The wedge is phallic because it relates to my sexual
abuse. Between the ages of two and three, two men and a woman orally raped me. What is
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Figure 19a. Splitting

Figure 19b. Splitting
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powerful to me is that I had realized that my memories were layered on top of one another,
which suggest that multiple memories created one singular mental image. This helped to inform
and encourage the creation of layered Photoshop images. One reason why I initially lacked the
language to explain what happened to me was due to layered memories. The ability to
distinguish one memory from another was difficult. As Vance and Wahlin suggested, traumatic
memories are stored outside the normal neural, but instead go to the visual center.

Figure 20. If You Tell Anyone
A month passed and I still had dissociative episodes, which forced flashbacks. If You Tell
Anyone is composed of a black and white photograph of a girl looking into the camera. Her facial
expression suggests she is about to cry. Her mouth is covered by a gag which reads “If you tell
anyone.” I layered an image of cracked glass over the girl’s picture, along with a patterned,
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multi-color, blocked picture. The resulting image was copied and re-layered both to increase
their visibility. Lastly, I added a red color layer to make the cracks appear as if they were
bleeding. To make the cracks seem heavy I added a threshold layer, but adjusted the “kind”
modification so that the image would not remain black and white.
If You Tell Anyone is much more powerful than many of my images of trauma because
of how the raw image strikes the viewer’s eyes. The girl’s light purple eye stares at the viewer as
the right half of her face is consumed by the cracks. The bloody cracks represent the physical
torture the digital girl and I endured. In this, my memories and blood spill without respite.
Strikingly, the central figure in this image is not completely covered by this digital alteration.
The outlines of the left half of her face seem partially garbled, but this effect tapers off because
of the blackness as well as the cracks. Much of the actual glitch lies under the central image.
The placement of the glitch represents that a code is no longer needed to decipher the language
of my trauma. Instead, the visual memories rather than language are central to telling my story.
After a hiatus, I returned to therapy after a hiatus, and for the first time I told my therapist
every single detail about all forms of abuse I suffered throughout my life. Just like I conveyed
my story to her, If You Tell Anyone acts as an amalgamation of all of my memories. I was able to
piece my memories together to form my story. The story began with two men and one woman
preying on a vulnerable child. The next memory was the out-of-body experience I had, showed
the woman and men taking turns to rape me. The sequence ends with my mother dragging me to
the car as the babysitter watched from her doorway. My mother yelled at me to “shut up and get
in the car.” Aside from the initial physical and sexual trauma, my mother further traumatized me
by denying the experience. This may account for my mind marking out this memory. Recently,
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my body recently very unceremoniously reminded me that my mother also sexually abused me.
Her cruelty towards me followed me my whole life.

Figure 21. Miracle
As I began to heal, the dissociative episodes abated. My mind and body lacked the energy
and fortitude to make trauma art as a part of my fulfillment for my dissertation and future art
show. Part of me still wanted to continue to fight against the numbness and prevent myself from
following a darker path. For the first time in my life, I chose to heal and desired to feel. Even
though I did not feel better, I believed that if I created images of my rebirth, then the numbness
would fade. Figure 21, Miracle, is appropriately titled after Two Steps From Hell’s and Thomas
Bergersen’s musical piece “Miracle.” The musical score coincides with this art work. When the
music reaches a crescendo, this mimics a bursting or breaking through of the central figure.
To produce Miracle, I layered this piece with the image of a young man bent backward as
water shoots out of his chest. This picture was overlaid this digital image with a picture of a
storm and sunlight breaking through the clouds. I intentionally wanted the figure, the water, and
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sunlight to have color while the rest of the image remains in black and white. Because of the
beauty I felt, I chose not to include any visual distortions. The color illustrates how my body felt
when my emotions broke came to the surface, and eradicated the sensation of emotional
numbness. As I worked on this piece, I immediately felt extreme joy and gratitude. Miracle
visually reflects the moment when Lazarus came back to life. A miracle had taken place. In the
past, my numbness never really faded, just dulled enough so that I could function. Now, I willed
it to leave me.
As I continued to heal, I wanted to produce images that reflected healing and embody
beauty. I aspired to design digital paintings which would reflect the idea of breathing in new
life. To accomplish this goal and still make the image aesthetically beautiful. When healing
occurs, convoluted memories and jumbled language dissipate, leaving hope in their places.
Rebirth embodies my efforts at healing. To create this piece I used a photograph of a man
holding his head above water. A Google search of “abstract light” led me to an image with a

Figure 22a. Rebirth
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Figure 22b. Rebirth
green background and spiraling yellow light. These images were digitally layered to add texture.
A close-up photograph of a dandelion was included to produce the spotting in the lower half of
the pieces, as well as hatching and cross-hatching on the man’s jawline. To get the image to look
less photographic, I added a “divide” layer with a purple circle over the man’s face. The resulting
green color centers on the figure inhaling the essence of a new life. The second just included an
additional color layer.
Recently I have been working on a concept that I have been grappling with for a few
years. I wanted to create a piece reflecting the idea of moving away from the darkness and into
the light. This feeling also engenders the notion that as a trauma survivor, I could move from the
role of a victim to a victor. To capture this dichotomy in my art, I decided to use a visual glitch
one last time to symbolize darkness and confusion. The image I chose depicts a ninety degree
“L” shaped formation. The “L” closes off the remaining horizontal pink lines, which closely
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Figure 23a. From Darkness Into Light
mimic television digital noise or interference. A close-up photograph of eyes overlays the first
image. A threshold layer was added, and by luck, the result was the first image of From
Darkness Into Light. The mostly black with hints of purple and pink reflect a comic book image
because of the sharp contrasts between light and dark. The lines act as a method of shading. Even
though this first image represents darkness and confusion, the figure shows an air of defiance
while living through the pain. I hold that same defiance within me. I used to live in the darkness,
but I longed to transition into the light to heal and become whole.
The second part of this art piece embodies the point of impact when the light first hits.
Another abstract, yellow light image was incorporated and placed over the first piece in this
series. The “light” was created by including a “divide” layer. This particular digital painting
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Figure 23b. From Darkness Into Light
demonstrates transcendence for me because of the aesthetic beauty. The abstract light near the
eye absorbs the darkness from the face. This is why it is blue and not yellow. Light pastel colors
representing the “light” cover the rest of this piece. The abstract light by the eye absorbs the
glitch lines from the eyes, meaning that both memory and language are reconciled allowing me
to feel whole.
I’m Your Compass is my last image I chose to include (see Figure 24). During these last
few months of healing, I have been overwhelmed with emotions. Love, comfort, and the feeling
of wholeness kept emerging for me. These emotions helped me to visually depict love, safety,
and security. A Google search of people hugging became the central image. This photograph was
overlaid with various abstract light and colored bubble pictures. For some of the abstract light
layers, I used “hue” or “color” so that the figures would absorb their colors and not remain in
black and white. The characters take on a watery yet lucid quality, reflected in the tinges of light
blue on the heads of the couple. Circular lines surround the pair, joining them together, and
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Figure 24. I’m Your Compass
leave imprints on their bodies. Additionally, I digitally overlapped the photograph of the couple
hugging with a circular, yellow, orange and pink glyph. A photograph of rain on glass was also
added. When combined with the other layers, the remnants of the storm photograph appears as
water shaping and moving up from the woman’s head. While I chose to forego the inclusion of
visual deformations, I still transformed this image. The difference in the distortion in this piece,
as opposed to my others, is that I chose to alter the image, not as a means to cover an already
confused narrative but to illuminate color to physically portray the beauty of an emotional bond.
The circular lines revolving around the couple further illustrate a union of two paths
becoming one. Like Help, I’m a Karma Slave, I’m Your Compass makes visual use of circles as a
force of energy, such as karma or chi. I’m Your Compass visually embodies the cycle ending the
payment for sins and now acts as a force which joins two people in love and comfort. This piece
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demonstrates that some emotional bonds point the way out of the karmic cycle of the pain and
suffering. When this happens not only do soulmates light up, but they spread that light to
everything around them. I want to spread that light within me and I no longer desire to propagate
darkness.
My creative dissertation also includes holding an art show. After trial and error, I finally
narrowed down my ideas to one which reflect the ideas of living with a “glitched” memory along
with the healing process. Besides hanging eight pairs of healing and trauma pieces, I have two
other components to my show. The first portion will be just outside of the room I will use for my
projections. Inside the projection room hang two pieces. Each piece has a digital video projected
onto them.
The room housing my projections is shaped like a semicircle, and the other half of the
room forms ninety-degree angle. The curve of the chamber is essential for the viewers entering
the room and moving from one projection to the other. The room is also ideal for a quieter, more
closed off environment, which also has its own ceiling apart from the gallery. The viewers who
enter this room will feel enveloped in the environment. The two printed digital paintings in here
are If You Tell Anyone and Rebirth. The first represents the trauma and the second shows the
healing process, which is why they are perpendicular to one another. The paintings are related,
yet distinctly different. Because of the curve of the room, I will have to suspend the trauma
image from the ceiling for the piece to hang. To the right of and perpendicular to this image will
be my healing piece, which can hang normally because of the flat wall. The room contains two
Elmo projectors; one is mounted in the middle of the ceiling, and the other is by the room’s
entrance. Each projector will respectively face either the trauma or healing pieces to show a
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dichotomy and a transformation from victim to survivor. Both videos run in a loop. To show a
glitched narrative, I have a projection of a video running forwards on the healing piece. The
same projection runs backwards of the trauma image. The backwards projection represents the
act of my memory being glitched, covering the meaning itself. The forward running projection is
paired with creative commons music. The projection begins with several free stock videos
running one on top of the other. Each video gradually recedes until a white light appears, leaving
Rebirth.
Creating both images of trauma and healing has given me an outlet to express many
emotions and give me a voice which I felt that I did not have until now. Unfortunately, in the artmaking process, I caused myself more pain, but I count this as part of the experience of being a
survivor. On the other hand, while designing my healing pieces I felt much lighter and renewed.
My mind and body finally were one and not operating on two different planes. Rebirth narrates
my rebirth as a human being but also as an artist. John Pomara told me that “you know when you
are an artist when somebody tells you.” He told me that I was an artist, but I never felt that I was
because I lacked the self-confidence. When I saw the transcendent quality of Rebirth, I knew that
I was a narrative artist. In the future I hope that I can leave my memories and pain in the
paintings, trapping them there for all time as I move on with my life.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

Noise and glitch distort the sender’s original message, and this changes its meaning. The
receiver interpret a broken message. For trauma survivors, this task appears difficult because the
message and its meaning are distorted. This distortions can hide messages. The task for the
survivor is to decode the message and find the master key. This process allows the message or
memory to become clear. To decode visual memories, art therapy proves effective and helps the
patient translate message into verbal language.
My traumatic experiences acted as a glitch. My memory disturbances created a visual
narrative of my personal and artistic processes. During the traumatic events I experienced, the
initial memories rerouted to a different center of my brain. Initially, my memory was lost. By
equating trauma, memory, and language to glitch and noise, my journey away from trauma into
healing became easier.
Research on trauma, memory and language in the past twenty to thirty years provided
today’s psychologists and psychotherapists with the understanding that memory loss stems from
the brain storing traumatic memories in the visual, rather than the verbal centers of the brain.
Like Sigmund Freud, present-day researchers have not understood why some people experience
memory loss. Freud and other psychologists arrived at different conclusions but with no concrete
evidence to support their hypotheses. Some art therapy practices are successful because of the
therapists’ understandings of trauma, memory, and language as they pertain to biochemistry.
This is where research should continue and progress. My journey to comprehend the reasons for
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my memory loss and inability to find the language to describe my trauma, led me to re-discover
myself as a digital artist. The creation of my artwork has given me both a chirographical and
visual outlet to heal and grow as a human being.
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